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CHAPTER I
INTROIXJCTIOK
"Very little research has been made of the status
of physical education in the elementary schools.

robably

the greatest advance in physical education can be made in
these grades."^
About JO to 35 percent of all 12-year old ohildren
are enrolled in sohoola.

dy the time the sixteenth

birthday is reached, however, approximately 50 percent
of the total number have been dropped by the wayside.1
2
1'hia should be clear enough evidence that the only
opportunity to reach the majority of ohildren in our
society is through education in tho elementary grades.
The elementary grades are the formative years of
life.

Patterns are established which determine future

traits of character and personality, habits of study,
industry and social conduct.

These years are also

important in establishing a sound foundation of health
habits and attitudes In relation to food, exercise, rest
and relaxation.

The foundations that are laid in the

1. Encyclopedia of Educational heeearon, Physical
Education, p. 624.
2. Harry Alexander deott, Competitive hporta in
■choola and Colleges. p. 466.

elementary school form the heals of all future education
and conduct; therefore, this particular level of educa
tion demands the best in Instruction, facilities, and
educational opportunities for the children.
xs is unfortunate but true, that in her efforts to
prepare herself for the multiple tasks she must perform,
the prospective elementary school teacher frequently
neglects preparation in physical education,
dance, this
area of education, which is acknowledged to be one of the
moat important in the early years of life, tends to be
poorly pressnted and thus makes little impression on
the educational development of the child. Also pertinent
in this connection is the fact that many teachers In the
elementary school are women who are past the age whoa
vigorous activities appeal to thes.. To many of tnese
teachers silence is as golden on the playflelds as in the
classroom, hence, poorly equipped teaohers, plus the lack
of adequate facilities and equipment, tends to relegate
physical education to an inferior position in the instruct
ional program of the school at a time when it is crucial
in the life of the ohild.
At one time big muscle activity and oallsthenios
made up the big part of the pnysioal education program.
Elementary physical education did not exist, except ’’the
throw out the ball variety” , when ^ames were played.

With

the changing times physical education is now being slowly
accepted as an integral part of the curriculum.
In many schools physical education is given little
attention by the administrators cr teachers,

however, the

desire to play will never be taken from the grade school 3
4

3.

Xb id*, p . 4b7 .

4.

Ibid., p. 472.

child; it is normal lor him bo express himself in active
ways in spite of the adults demand for sedentary activities*
Children are children, they are in a phase of life where
play activity is the oenter of their interest.

It is the

school*a responsibility to give them a well rounded program
in elementary physical education.

Proper guiaai ce with

sufficient facilities and equipment to carry out this pro
gram will help to make significant contributions toward
producing better and happier personalities.
The Problem
Ine purpose of this study is to make readily avail*
able, in helpful form, all information possible on programs,
leadership, facilities, and equipment in the larger North
Dakota elementary schools.

It was originally planned to

get detailed information on elementary physical education
from all towns having fully accredited high schools, graded
and consolidated schools, private and parochial schools,
and

edsral Government Indian schools.

Because of limited

returns of information from the smaller schools, tnls study
deals primarily with the elementary schools of larger
cities.
It la hoped that this Information and tne manner of
presentation will aid, not only the special teacher of
elementary physical education, but the regular grade sohool
teacher, who may receive some ideas or information wnioh
may benefit their programs.

4

Purposes
To obtain adequate information pertaining to the
following*
1.

Problems of organization, administration,
and supervision that are related to the
teaohing of elementary physical education.

2.

Indoor and outdoor physical education equip
ment and facilities available in the larger
North Dakota elementary schools.

3.

Types and varieties of elementary school
physical education, intramural, and inter
scholastic programs in the larger North
Dakota schools.

4.

dtatus of elementary physical education in
larger North Dakota school systems, with
suggestions that may Improve present condi
tions.
Delimitations

1.

A considerable portion of this information

was obtained by the questionnaire method and is subject
to errors ooomon to a subjective measure.
2.

Due to the distance and the time element, it

was not feasible to visit Dickinson, .illiston, and hlnot;
therefore, a possibility exists that the ten larger
elementary school systems that were visited are not a

true representation of the whole group.
3.

60.116 of the administrative personnel answering

the questionnaires may not have been sufficiently informed
in regard to grade school physical education programs.
4.

undoubtedly some of the questionnaires were

not given sufficient time resulting in some missed items
that could have been ohecked.
5.

In checking the playgrounda there was no

aotual measuring of eaoh playfleld, and all Information
presented is based on approximate measurements.
6.

The low percentage of questionnaire returns

and the very limited amount of information from the smaller
schools, necessitated only the use of material from the
larger school systems.
oouroea of iata
The data for this study were obtained from the
following sources:
1 .

questionnaires received from superintendents,

principals, ooaones, olaauroom teachers or special
elementary school physlaal education teachers.
2.

Interviews with coaches, supervisors, special

grade physical education or regular grade classroom teach
ers in ten sohool systems.
3.

listings of all thirty-six elementary sohool

play0rounds in the ten sohool systems visited

6

4.

Periodicals covering the field of physical

education.
5.

books and pamphlets related to the factors

covered by this study.
6.

Theses wnioh have some information related to

this study.
TABLE I
ORIGINAL NUMBER OP tiUEdTIQNNAlREb BENT OUT AND

NUMBER AND PERCENTAGES OP RETURNS
"TSnI'TSaV '
Humber
Cities with fully accredited
high schools
Minor accredited high sohools
Graded and consolidated
schools
Private and Parochial
schools
Federal Government Indian
sohools

Total

Re turned
No.
%

164

57

34.75

90

19

21.11

111

25

22.52

18

7

38.68

3

1

33.33

386

109

28.24

because of the low percentage of questionnaire returns
and the very limited amount of information the smaller
schools are not included in this study.

The reasons for the small and very incomplete returns
from the smaller sohools may be indications of laok of

interest.

The programs In elementary physical education

in tae smaller rural schools may be very limited or
entirely lacking.
ethod of Study
questionnairea were sent to all North Dakota schools
whioh had ele entary grades in school systems*

Beoause

of only a 2 d .24 peroent return, a different approach was
taken.
In order to obtain more information appointments
were made for short interviews in the following sohool
systems:

»>ahpeton, Fargo, Valley City, Jamestown, . is. .arok,

Mandan, Grand Forks, Grafton, Park River, and Devils Lake.
An Interview oheok list was used at these visits to
check and record information.56
M n o t , Dickinson, and Williston were not visited.

By

including the Minot sohool system, which sent baok a
questionnaire, there are over 10,000 pupils of grade
1 through 6 age group in these eleven sohool systems.
A rating scale summary was also used at the ten oitles
visited to rate the elementary sohool outdoor playgrounds.
The rating scale was taken from the Physical education
Curriculum compiled by «vllllam halph LaPorte.

5.

It waa

Appendix b.

6.
william K. ^arorte, ihe Physical ^question
Curriculum. p. 66.

slightly altered and used by Mr. Warren Freed in his
unpublished trial thesis on rergo, North Dakota elementary

7
sohool playgrounds.

This scale was used at the site of

each playground visited.

Thirty-six sohool playgrounds

were visited, and rated using the above mentioned form.
Each item vas scored one, two or three.

8

If conditions

were approximate but not exaot, an estimated equivalent
soore was given.
The entire study deals with the following eleven
larger school systems of North Dakota:

biamarck, Devils

Lake, largo, Grafton, Grand Forks, Jamestown,
Minot, Park River, Valley City and oahpeton.

andan,
these

eleven systems operated 42 Individual elementary sohools.
Detailed data was obtained from 25 of the sohools on all
problems reported in their study.

In a few instanoes

oomplete Information was obtained from all 42 schools
and reported herein.
Review of Related Studios
In 1940 3eorgladya made a study of 93 elementary
schools located in towns and cities varying in population

7.
tvarren Freed, An Analysis of Fargo, North Dakota
Elementary Sohool Playgrounds, Unpublished Trial Thesis,
University of North Dakota.
8.

Appendix C.

9. Alexander Georgiady and Russell Lavage, "status
of Physical education in Elementary Sohools".
Pp. 45-46.
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from 700 to over 1,000,000 representing 43 states and the
District of Columbia*

The following conclusions were

made from this study:
1.

separate activities for boys and girls are more

common than activities with mixed groups.
2*

Intramural and interolass activities are more

widely in use than are intersoholastlo activities.
3*

Classroom teachers are the individuals most

often expected to organise the physical education program.
4.

Apparently all schools inolude programs for boys

and girls.
5.

Pupils partiolpate on a grade level.

6.

The program of physical education is carried on

daily.
7.

In most oases the entire aohool faculty carries

out the supervision of the prouram.
8.

Over half of the schools studied allow two and

one-half hours or more per week for the program.
9.

doftball, low organised games, volleyball,

basketball, touch football, and quiet games, are the
most popular activities.
10.

hohools having gymnasiums indicate that the more

common praotioe was to all w both sexes to use the gym
nasium at different intervals.
11.
grounds

Gravel surface is most commonly found cm play

10

12.

oat elementary school playgrounds are larger

than the area used for the school building proper.
13.

swinge, outdoor basketball courts, volleyball

and tennis net poles, jumping pits, horizontal bars, and
teeter totters are the most common types of playground
equipment.
14.

Softballs, basketballs, volleyballs, bats,

volleyball and tennis nets, footballs, and soocer balls
are the most common types of athletic equipment used.
15.

ost schools feel that the cost of equipment

is a barrier to the improvement and extension of their
program.
16.

iioat schools give points or letters for awards

on the basis of participation and excellence of performManco as determined by the faculty member in charge of
the physical education program.
17.

Slightly more than half of the schools correlate

their programs with school subjeots, among which health
and social studies are r.ost frequently used.

Few schools

correlate their program with olvio observances or
programs of community organizations.
18.

lost individuals directly oonneoted with physical

eduoation programs in elementary schools feel that their
programs suffer because of the lack of necessary equip: ent,
funds, and properly trained classroom teachers.

11

Comments from Faoulty embers of Mnety- t h r e e
Elementary Schools Regarding the oeak Points
of Their Physical Eduoation Programs1"

Comment_______________________________________ Frequency
Lack of neoeasary equipment and funds

27

Lack of properly trained classroom teachers

15

Program Is Inadequate

5

Participation of both sexes at the sax*
time Is undesirable

3

Athletics are over-emphasised

3

Lack of variety In activities

3

Man Instructor needed for boys

3

Miscellaneous (14 different) comments

16

The 1947 study made by *irs. nhonemus Included the
grade schools as an Incidental project.1'1. The study shows
that It did not at the time appear feasible In grade school
systems as small as those In Eorth Dakota's school dis
tricts to devote much time or inour much expense for
physical eduoation.
The survey did show, however, that a reasonable
minimum of hours of training In physical eduoation should
be required of all olass room teachers In the state.

10.
p. 46.

In-

Alexander ceorgiady and Russell Ravage, 0^. Clt.,

11. Grace 0. Khonemus, Physical Education in l.orth
(4>iCOta nigh .Schools, p. 62.

12

toreat in and appreciation of the importance of physical
education, so develo, ed, might be effective to build up suit
able programs for the grades.
In most Aorth Dakota schools supervised play at recess
must suffice for physical education instruction in the
grades.
The formation of leagues and tournaments, add very
much to the interest of the programs.

In one school the

grade boys organized ice hookey teams, and in another
touch football teams.

12

Intersoholaatio competition below grade seven pre
sents another big problem.

James brinktnan

found that

below grade 7 there were 8 sports in whioh interschool
competition was conducted,

basketball led with 7b schools

(67>») having competition, followed by traok 28 I33)b),
football 22 (26£), softball 10 {12%), baseball 5 {6%),
volleyball 2, wrestling and hockey 1 each.
results suggest that the great majority of schools
concentrate on the major sports, basketball, football,
traok and baseball.

Boxing is conducted by only two

schools indicating that the shorts whose objective it la

12.

Grace 0. r.hone mu a, O p . Clt., pp. 62-68.

13. J a e 3 L. Brinkman, "trends In Intersoholastlc Ath
letic Competition, Grades 7-8-9 and below Grade 7, In the
central District of the Amerloan Association of Health,
Physical education, and Recreation." p. 97.

13

to Injure an opponent are not used extensively.^-*
The tendency below grade 7 is to not give athletic
awards,

iorty-seven (55>) schools did not give awards,

while 35 (38>) give awards.
are given most frequently.

Letters, as In grades 7-8-9,
Twenty schools give letters,

7 ribbons, and 6 certificates.^5
Trends in intersoholaetio competition in the Central
District below grade 7 show thirty-nine schools (45*) re
port a greater emphasis being placed on Interschool
athletics below grade 7 in this area.

Less emphasis is

reported by only 4 systems (5*), while relatively the same
emphasis is indicated by thirty-four schools (40^).

16

below grade 7, 32 (37>) of the systems carry insur
ance coverage for participants in interaohool competition.
The state as in grade 7-8-9, is the most popular insurer
of participants In schools below grade 7.

Insurance

ooverage is provided by 73> of the school systems in
grades 7-8-9, as contrasted with 37* of the sohools below
grade 7.

A significant feature is that all sohools re

sponding in three states, borth Ustcota, Minnesota, and
Iowa, indicate Insurance policies are held with the state

14.

James L. brinknan, O p . Clt., p. 26.

15.

ibid., p. 87.

16.

Ibid., p. 112.

suggesting complete coverage for all participants In
li.ter-sohool competition In these states.

17.

17

Ja-aes L. Brinkman, 0£. Clt., p. 94.

CHAPTER II
leadership

The teaching of physical education in the elementary
grades has generally been an extra duty upon the already
overburdened olassroom teacher*

The elementary school

teacher, who in most oases is a woman, has very little,
if any, training in physical education.

¥.ith the laok of

training, equipment and facilities, it is practically an
impossibility to conduct any organised play.
By the time the individual has reaohed the end of
the elementary and junior high school periods he has
acquired the fundamental motor skills that will serve as
the basis for physical reoreatlon and aborts participa
tion throughout the remainder of his llfe.l
Therefore it Is imperative that aohools have
adequately trained teaohers and sufficient equipment and
facilities to help the children when they are acquiring
the fundamental motor skills.
This oountry is one of spectators and not of
participants.

This is also quite true in school physical

education programs.

England's physical education programs

are just the opposite having far more participants than
spectators.

If instructors in grade and junior high school

programs taught more skills and exposed every one to a

1. Arthur J. Jerslid,Child .Development and the
Curriculum, p. 155

16

greater variety of physical activities through class
activities and intramurals, there probably would be more
interest, more participation and more carry over into
poet school years.
With proper leadership and guidance a program will
develop and carry out its desired objectives.
Facilities and equipment can be improvised; however,
there is no substitute for O ood leadership, the essence
of any program.
More men physical educators should be enoouraged to
prepare themselves for instruction in the fertile elemen
tary school field.
».ith the trend toward the single
salary schedule and improved facilities for physical edu
cation, men will increasingly enter the teaohing field in
elementary schools. This will be a fortunate situation,
particularly for the boys, slnoe it will plaoe them under
the guidance and instruction of men as well as women in
the early and impressionable years of their educational
oaroers.2
Since the teaoher is mostly responsible for the type
of program carried out, it is desirable to have instructors
with adequate background to do creditable work.

The type

of physical education program is quite often reflected
by the background and training of the instructor.
Since one school system has as many as 9 schools
and 9 special elementary school physical education teaohers
and other sohool systems have only one school and no special

2.
Harry Alexander Scott, Competitive Sports in
and Collude a. Pp. 472-473.
"

chools

physioal education teachers, chapters II and III deal
primarily with schools that have special teachers of
elementary physioal education or supervisors of physical
education to whom the classroom teacher Is responsible.
v
Iralnln,, of Elementary Physical Education .instructors
The information obtained with reference to decrees
held by elementary physical education instructors deals
primarily with the special physical education teacher.

TABLE II
DEGREES HELD BY ELEMENTARY PHYSICAL EDUCATION INSTRUCTORS

Number

Percentage

11

44%

:'.S. - M.A. - iS.Hfl.

7

28%

Not Given

7

28%

25

100%

Type of Degree
B.5, - b.A.

Total

It can be seen from Table II that over two-thirds
of the elementary physical education teachers have either
a B.3. or B. a . decree,

oeven teachers, or twenty-eight

percent of the twenty-five teachers, have master degrees.
The seven school systems that did not indicate the type
of degrees held by teachers have regular classroom teachers
teaching elementary physical education.

Jlx of the seven

18

with master's depress are special elementary physical
education toaohers.

Five special elementary physical

education teachers holding

i. .. or L. a . degrees are now

working toward master's degrees making a total of 11 out
of 14 special elementary physical education instructors
who should have master's degrees in the near future.

Al

most half of the instructors have majors, one fifth have
minors, and only two state they do not have a major or
minor in physical education.
TABLE 111
MAJOR AND MINOR FIELDS OF ELEMENTARY PHYSICAL
EDUCATION INSTRUCTORS

a.lor lie Id

No.

f

Physical Education 11
Elementary Education 4
Science
1
2
Industrial Arts
Mathematics
2
Administration
1
1
Social Studies
3
No Answers

44
16
4
8
8
4
4
12

25

100

Total

Minor lie Id

No.

*

fhysloal Education
Home Economics
Geography
Biology
Recreation
Social Studies
Education
Science
History
No Answers

‘5
1
1
1
1
2
3
1
1
9

20
4
4
4
4
8
12
4
4
36

25

100

Table III shows that thore is a wide variety of fields
in majors and minors.

Elementary education comes first

listing 4 majors and 2 minors, followed by 2 majors each
in industrial arts and mathematics and 2 minors in social

19

studios,

The remaining majors and minors are listed

but once each.

Only one person had a recreation minor.

A minor In recreation has much to offer as background and
practical knowledge for physical education work.

for

those who are in the field of physical education without
majors in this field, a minor in physical education or
recreation would be of considerable value.
The information gathered with reference to leadership
shows that there is a definite trend toward improvement,
especially in the areas where the population is greater.
Physical aduoatlon Supervision
One school system has just approved a full time
supervisor who can devote all of his time to the super
vision of physical education in the schools of the system.
Pour other school systems have supervisors listed;
however, they have other duties whloh take up the majority
of their time.

One is better known as the coordinator in

the aohool oyster .

one is also superintendent of parks;

he admitted being overburdened with duties limiting hla
time for supervision of elementary physical education.
Two other school systems listing supervisors have high
school teachers functioning in this oapaclty.
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TABLE IV
PHYSICAL EDUCATION SUPERVISION

Nuabar of School Systems
Fall Time Supervision

1

Supervision plus other duties

4

High school Teacher Assists Grades

2

Classroom Teachers Responsibility

4

Total

11

It may be seen that either the olassroom teacher is
strictly on her own in this phase of work or else super
visory assistance is received from a junior or senior
hi^h' school physical education teacher.
Twelve teachers stated getting supervisory assist
ance on oall, four by periodlo visits and four by
unexpected calls.

Any method or combination

helpful providing assistance is given.

m y prove

To have better

elementary physical education in north Dakota the state
teacher training programs should require methods and
supervision of elsmentary physical ad toation of all
graduates going into the field of education.
Membership In i-rofeaslonal ihyaloal Education Organizations
From Table V it may be seen that fourteen teachers are
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fflombera of state or vJfc2iination s and nine are members of the
national organisation.

table v

MEMBERSHIP IE HlOFESSlOHAL PHYSICAL EDUCATION ORO a NIZa IION.id

ho
Local

utate

National

answer

Non
ember

Number

14

8

9

7

2

Per Cent

56

52

56

88

6

I emberahlp In professional organizations shove interest
and desire to excel in a particular field.

Sinoe only the

looal physical education organizations show slightly over
50 per cent membership, It appears that there may not be
too much Interest in elementary physical education.
Each school should have at least one member Join the
state and national physical education organization.

Through

such membership a considerable amount of information on
health and physical education may be gleaned which could
prove beneficial' for all teachers.
Instructor Participation
Although Table VI Indicates that 15 teachers or 60
per oent participate *ith the children, there Is no
measurement of the amount of time spent playing with them,
ibe aotlvity, age group, formations and other faotors must
be taken Into consideration.

TABLE VI
INSTRUCTORS PARIIClFATING IB THE ACTIVITIES
WITH THE CHILDREN
No
Answer

Yes

No

Number

15

1

9

Per cent

60

4

36

Prom observations in various elementary schools there
is the feeling that Instructors should spend a little more
time in participation.

Games where sides are not favored

and where there is limited teaching of skills lend them
selves favorably.

The stimulated enthusiasm and the ohlld

adult companionship is of immeasurable value to the
elementary school ohlld who is non-aggressive or lacks
this companionship at home.
Inject fun into the games.
Some teaohers absolutely
spoil a gams because they are too serious and expect
their pupils to be serious while playing.
Children
like a teacher who says, 'Come on let's playI' much
better than they do one who saya, 'Go on and playl*®
Classification of Elementary Physical ^question Teachers
Table VII shows that ef the 25 personnel engaged in
elementary physioal education 12 are men special elemen
tary physical education teachers, 10 are homeroom teachers3

3. utrong Hlnman, Physioal
tary Grades, p. 205.

.ducaulon in the elemen
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who teaoh physical education, of which 2 are men and 8
are women.

One Is In oharge of part's, playgrounds and

city recreation besides being the supervisor of elemen
tary physical education,

dome room teachers teaoh the

elementary physical education in the four 0rade schools
of this school system; however, the physical education
supervisor has demonstrations and discussions the first
six weeks in the fall.

TABLE VII
CLASSIFICATION OF TS a CKERS TEACHING
elementary

special

physical education

an instructors

Special Aomen Instructors
Home Loom Teachers
Physical Education Supervisor
Total

Number

iWr Cent

12

48

2

8

10

40

1

4

25

100

In one school system having 9 special elementary
physical education teachers 7 are men and 2 are women.
x*ive years ago all 9 schools had women special physical
education teachers,

me

remaining 2 women teachers have

11 and 15 years of teaching experience.

In the only

other system which employs special physical education
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*
teachers all aaven schools have man Instructors with
only 2 who teaoh less than 10 hours of elementary
physical education each wee .

Teaching experience for

these men teachers ranges between 1 year and 6 years.
when classroom teaoners and specialists plan to
gether and ahare the responsibility for teaching,
good programs for ohildren and youth are likely to
result. Many communities are finding that class
room teachers like this way of working.
lucre la no one pattern to follow to determine
who should teaoh physical education,
The com. unity
in which the school is located, the needs of the
boys and girls, tne philosophy of the staff on the
job, the preparation and abilities of the teachers
now in the school system, the facilities available
— all these and other faotors determine how educa
tion goes on locally.*
Tea chin;, schedule a
According to Table Vlll the large majority of North
Dakota elementary teaoners teaoh all subjects or teach
other aubJeot8 besides elementary health and physical
education. 4

4. Leslie W. Irwin, i,<e Curriculum in nealth and
Physical ducaulon. p. 34.

TABLE VIII
TEACHING SCHEDULES

Number

Per went

10

40

0

0

3

12

Teach other Subjects Besides
Health and Physical Education

12

46

Total

25

100

Borne Hoom Teaching
all Subjeots
Teach only Physical

ducation

leach only Health and
Physical Education

In twenty five larger ftorth Dakota elementary schools
of 11 systems only 3, or 12

cent of the instructors,

have a teaching schedule of only elementary hoalth and
physical education.

The teaching of aoademic subjects

range from 2& to 20 hours weekly.

The semi-platoon system

seems to be quite common in the larger aohools, with
special teachers in art,

nusio, and physical education,

wohedule adjustments are made by the administrator in some
cases so that teaching Interest, ability, and training can
be provided for beat.

Teaoher heoreatlon
From the lack of answers it may be evident that most
teachers felt this question of limited value.

Several
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toaohers oade the remarks that they just didn't have time
for any recreational activity.
One of the beat mediums of public relations is to
nave toaohers who participate in community affairs;
participating on an independent basketball, baseball or
bowling t e a o r assisting in some capacity to promote them
puts one in the proper light of the public.

TABLE IX
TEACHER RECFOSATIOH

Humber

Per Cent

Participate in Recreation
utside of school Routine

6

32

Do Not Participate

2

6

No Answer

15

60

Total

2b

100

ieaohin0 fundamentals of basketball on Saturday
mornings to the intermediate grades has been favorably
received in several communities in

innesota.

This would

rightly be the task of the speoial physical education
teacher in the grade school or could be handled by other
interested faculty members.
Generally speaking, teachers havs found it rather
difficult to participate in community affairs,

aany are
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burdened with class preparations and school responsibili
ties, others require a considerable amount of time in
continuing their own education.

rom the stand point of

ental health it is imperative that each teacher parti
cipate in some form of recreational activity, hobby or
interest.

This would result in happier and more balanced

personalities both in and out of the classroom.

bumajtry
Chapter II shows the following:
1.

Two-thirds of the inetruotors of physical educa

tion in the 11 larger horth Dakota elementary school
systems involving 25 schools have B. a . or B*i>. degrees,
deven teachers or 2b per cent nave masters degrees, with
five more working on the advanced decree.
2.

Forty-four per cent of the instructors have

majors in physical education; only two stated that they
had neither a major nor minor in physical education.
3.

Other majors and minors held by elementary

physical education instructors listed elementary education
at the top with 4 majors and 3 minors.

Only one person

had a recreation minor.
4.

Only one school system In <>orth Dakota has a full

time supervisor devoting all supervisory time to physical
education In the school system.
5.

Twelve teachers stated they ^ot supervisory
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assistance on call, only four listed periodic visits and
unexpected calls by their supervisors.
6.

Sixty-four per cent of the physical education

Instructors In tne larger elementary schools are members
of the local, state, or national physical education
association.
7.

Sixty per cent of the Instructors participate

to some extant in the activities with the children.
6.

Tnere are 12 men and 2 women special elementary

physical education teac iers in the larger north Dakota
schools.

The women teachers nave 11 and 15 years of

teaohing experience respectively,

The teaching experience

for the 12 men ranges from 1 year to 6 years, two thirds
having three or less years of experienoe.
9.

In the eleven larger elementary school systems
»

only 5 instruotors or 12 per cent teach straight elemen
tary health and physical education, none teaoh physical
education alone.
10.

Twenty-two teachers or 86 per cent teach all

subjects or other subjects besides health and physloal
education.

Tneae aoademic subjects range from 2j to 20

hours of weekly teaohing.
11.

The semi-platoon system is common in the larger

schools, with special teachers in art, music and physloal
education

12.

Only eight out or the 25 teachers stated that

they participate in some fora of recreation outside of
school routine.
13.

There is no supervision of playgrounds on

Saturdays.

During the winter months a number of grade

schools have one or two hours of supervised basketball
on Saturday.

Saturday is a logical play day and there

fore provides an excellent opportunity for some in
struction and game participation under supervision.

C;.AFTER III
PhOQRAM AND METHOD
"according; bo gtrong Hinman no activities should be
included in a program of physical education unless they
can meet accepted standards."1
At first it would seem rather difficult to put each
activity to a test to gain certain objectives; however,
to simply reflect upon and Jot down desired objectives
from the various activities will males a start toward
gaining some of them.

If there is no sequenoe of pro

gression or continuity throughout the school years there
is little chance of gaining desired objectives.
When the objectives of physical education grow out
of the needs of boys and girls and are the basis of plan
ning, programs will include a variety of suitable acti
vities that are conducted in a safe, healthful, and
wholesome environment.
Young people, as they experience
a good program of physical education throughout childhood
and youth, will have opportunities to develop....
While it is true that the natural urge for activity
makes play the business of ohlldhood, the best outoo&os
in terms of self-realisation will not be attained until
all sohools provide;
i'rograms boat are based on the needs and interests
of boys and girls.
Teachers who understand children, who recognise the
contributions physical education oan make to growth
and development, and who, by temperament and educa
tion, are equipped to teach the various activities.

1. Jesse Fairing Williams, The Principles of Phyal
cal Education.
Chapter XII.

Facilities, equipment, materials, and supplies
adequate in kind, quality, and number to serve all
ohildren.
Time in the dally schedule adequate to meet, in
part, the ever-present need for activity,
onaracteristic of all children.
.
The elementary school years are crucial in the life
of a boy or girl.
In this formative period, children’s
experiences profoundly affect their physical, social,
mental, and emotional growth. Today's schools are
cnallenged to provide meaningful experiences that will
help these children realize their full potentialities.
Physical education is one of the ways in which
elementary education seeks to meet the needs of children.
A major ’'unction of physical education is to help boys
and girls keep well and grow strong through participation
in well-selected physical activities.2
Yearly, olx vteeks and Daily irograma
Only 3 instructors stated that they made out daily,
6 weeks and yearly programs.

In two school systems that

have 7 and 9 schools respectively a local dally syllabus
is used for outlining the d a y ’a. activity in elementary
physical education.

The special physical education teach

ers had a planned physical education program from kinder
garten through grade 6.

The special teachers of elementary

physical education agreed that there was a definite need
for a planned program with proper sequence in teaching
fundamental skills and a variety of activities.

2. Simon A. acaieely and Liam Schneider, Physical *
3
aucatlon in the school Child Is. “ Si. »• »•
3.

Ibid., Forward III.
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Duration of Outdoor Flay
Outdoor play for the fall of the year ranged from 2
weews to 14 weeks, averagelng about 6.7 weeKS for the fall.
Only two schools participated in elementary physical
education classes outdoors during the winter.

Outdoor

classes in the sprin0 of the year varied between 2 and
10 weens, averaging 5.7 weeks for the fifteen schools that
answered.

One school had no playground and taerefore no

outdoor play,

dlnce Indoor play averaged 23.6 weeks dura**

lion, bettor indoor facilities and a full indoor program
is desirable in this area; however, this program should
be flexible and readily adapted to take advantage of out
door play every satisfactory day.
TABLE X
OUTDOOR PLAY

Time (neaks)
Average (Weeks)

Fall

Winter

Spring

2-14

3-10

2-10

6.7

6.5

5.7

Table X shows that there is a wide range in the amount
of outdoor play at the various schools.

Climate could be

considered the determining factor here.

Playground

drainage often determines the use of the playground in tho
early spring or after rain storms.

Unfortunately, the

teacher'a knowledge of outdoor games and personal feeling
about going outdoors are often the determining factors
whether physioal education is conducted indoors or outdoors.
ain AOtlvltios
very child should have experience in the following
types of activities*
exercises related to body mechanics,
tag games and relays, physical activity in s.iall, informal
groups, individual games and sports (after the primary
grades), team ^amea and sports (with simple team games
used before and during Intermediate grades), group games,
sooial games, rhythms, folk dancing, social dancing rafter
primary grades), stunts, tumbling, apparatus play, and
swim, ing (if facilities are available).4
as

evident in Table XI the main activities listed

for fall were soccer and soccer lead-up games, followed
by klctcball and touch football.
aisled of basketball, rhythms,

Winter activities conand tumbling,

opring

activities inoluded softball and track first, followed by
softball lead-up games and finally kiokball.

It seems

quite evidant that our elementary programs do not have a
wide variety of activities with lead-up games and se
quential progression.

4. Ainlfrsd Van Jlagen and others, Physioal
In tho £.Ie;aentary ^ohool, p. 45.

ducat ion
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TABLE XI
MAJOR PROGRAM ACTIVITIES

Fall
aln
dumber
Activity
Answered

Winter
ain
dumber
Activity
Answered

Spring
Number
Main
Answered
Activity

Football

3

Tumbling

4

Games

2

T ouch
Football

Dancing
Rhythms

1

Mckball

3

4

5

Races

2

Socoer

1

soccer and
Lead-ups
iicKball

8

1

basketball

6

Softball
Lead-ups

4

Aerial Darts

1

Softball

9

Volleyball

3

Track

9

Net Games

1

Tumbling

2

End ball

1

Volleyball

2

6

Volleyball

1

Relays

1

Carnes-Lower
Organization

baskstball
Type Games

1

The natural tendency to follow seasonal sports and current
Interests are fine; however, on the elementary level where
youngsters are not ready for Individual and highly organ
ised games the result is usually dissatisfaction and
arguments.

To avoid this the lnatruotor or supervisor

must use lead-up games and aotlvitios that oan be played
with a certain degree of skill and satisfaction of
accomplishment.

Approximate Percental of lime Spent on Varloua Aoblvltles
None of the instruct ora stated the approximate per
centage of time for various activities in elementary
physical education,

The majority of the instructors had

little luea of juat how much time was spent on the varloua
activities, seasonal sports usually determined the activity.
Since answers with reference to this topic were neg
lected, the following information suggests the type of acti
vity and percentage of time at the various grade levels:
SUGGESTED PERCENTAGE OP PHYSICAL EDUCATION TIME TOBE ALLOTTED TO VARIOUS TYPES OP ACTIVITY EACH YEAR"

Grades

Type of activity________ Percentage of time

Primary

Rhythmical activities and
body meohanlos
Running games and small group play
Apparatus construction play and
body mechanics
Stunts

Intermediate

Upper

Rhythmical activities and
body mechanics
Simple games and relays
Running games
Apparatus, stunts and body meohanlos
Team games
Individual and dual e.ames
Rhythmical activities and body
meohanlcs
Team games
Simple games, relays
Individual and dual games
Stunts, tumbling, apparatus, and
body mechanics
Track, field, and skill testing
activities and body mechanics

5.

50
25
20
5
55
20
15
15
10
5
50
20
15
15
10
10

Winifred Van iia^en and others, Op. Git., p. 66

ihe percentage of time for rhythmical aotivitias and
body maohanlc8 lead all others at all gratia levels.
Running games and small group play are listed seoond In
the primary grades, while simple games and relays are
listed seoond in the intermediate grades.

'learn games are

listed seoond for the upper grades showing the proper
sequence of lead-up uaae» in the intermediate grades to
t.ie team games in the upper grades.
If the elementary school teacher lias sose specified
time designated for the teaohing of elementary physical
eoucation, this designates a good start.

Local situations

all differ, therefore, a set program oannot be adopted for
everyone; however, the above mentioned types of activities
are those found in elementary physical education texts and
can serve as guides for the teacher to outline her program
and adapt it to fit her local situation best.
Calisthenics
Callsthenlo (gymnastic) drills are not related to
basic Interests of ohildhood.
Children never turn to
them spontaneously to satisfy their urge for activity.
For selected children, however, group exercises have
value when used for remedial purposes under the direction
of teaonera trained in their uae. Group exercises are
also especially aultable for brief, warm-up activity at
the beginning of the instruction period.6
i’he general practice in reference to calisthenics in
the grade schools goes along with what authorities

6.

ninifred Van Hagen and others, Ojj. Clt., p. 45.
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recorumend.

Of the fifteen that answered only one used

much calisthenics, and one other did not use any.

table
calisthenics

xxi

in ele mk n ta k y

schools

No
Little

Much
1

13

None
1

Total

Answer

10

85

The majority that did not answer were classroom teach
ers who taught all homeroom class subjects.

It is assumed

that when there was no answer the grades had no calis
thenics.

This would make a total of 84 out of 25 with

little or no calisthenics.

Provision For handicapped
Boys and girls who are physically handicapped should
not be denied the acquiring and perfecting skills in games
suited to their particular needs. The experience of team
membership, with the responsibility and discipline in good
sportsmanship that such membership will entail, and the Joy
of a contest well played will give them increasing enjoy- „
sent in the playing of auitable types of sports and games.
.

aith reference to provision for handicapped very

little Information was obtained.

Only 9 instructors stated

that some activity was provided for the handicapped, no
comments were made on what was actually done.7

7.

ftlnifrea van ;»agen and others, O p . Cit.. p. 66.
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tabu

PHOVISION

: xiii

fok handicapped

Yes

No

X5
Answer

9

2

14

Total
25

It Is rather difficult and almost impossible to give
special attention to the handicapped when teaching a
class; however, little duties like helping with supplies,
marking areas, keeping score, officiating and having some
modified games give much needed satisfaction to the
handicapped.
Discipline
Discipline is a very minor problem in elementary
physical education because of the instinctive desire on
the *«rt of youngsters to run, jump, shout and pit strength
and skill against eaoh other,

if a program la limited in

activity and the fun element is left out, disciplinary
cases frequently develop.
T A B U XIV

.

FREQUENCY OF DISCIPLINARY CASES

•"eTore------------------------------ aT E e?----------- Fi5-------------- T o ta l" Ho.""
School
Noon Hour
School
Answer
of Sohools
1

12

0

12
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a s may be notioed in iable XIV,

twelve outdoor

disciplinary cases originated during tne noon hour, only
one before school and none after sohool.

If this has any

significance, it may mean that noon programs need some
attention.
The length of time for the noon hour in the elemen
tary grades varied from 1 hour and 15 minutes to 2 hours.
Bine schools had 1 hour 30 minutes, nine others had 1 hour
25 minutes, three had 1 hour 15 minutes, and one had a
staggered noon from 1 hour and 20 minutes to 2 hours de
pending on the grades,

ihe fourth sohool had a 1 hour

and 30 minutes period and 1 hour and 45 minutes period.

Two did not answer.
ulx schools olalmed to have a definite planned noon
hour program, thirteen stated they did not nave a definite
program, one had a planned program for grades 5 and 6,
and one had a planned program during the winter months.
Three stated reasons for outdoor disciplinary in
cidents were:

lack of activity, coming early ami having

too little play space, and certain children wishing to
dominate.
Ten teachers felt that most Indoor disciplinary
oases occurred during the last period of the day, stating
Thursday and Friday as the worst days,

iwo others stated

that they occurred during the last period before noon and
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one eaoh felt that the last week of school and the
weather affected elementary disciplinary problems.
Bootes on elementary rhyslcal !ducat ion
Nine teachers stated that they had elementary
physical education books at the schools, numbering b e 
tween 2 and 12 books.

Four said they did not have any

booKs on elementary physical education,
answer.

iwaive did not

Certainly any one teaching elementary physical

education should have some books on the subject.

Public halations
Twelve teachers stated that they have annual
elementary physical education demonstrations at a
Parent, Teacher Association meeting, two have regular
physical education demonstrations, two have parents'
visitation day, one each has parents' play-ni^ht, Y . . C . A .
circus, demonstration at University physical education
workshop, and Mothers' Day musio and physical education
demonstration.
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TABLE XV
PUBLIC RELATIONS

Number

Per Cent

12

48

Regular physioal education
demons trat ions

2

8

Parents' visitation day

2

8

Parents' play-night

1

4

Y.te.C.A. clrous

1

4

Demonstration at University
physioal education workshop

1

4

Mothers' Day musla and physioal
education demonstration

1

4

No answer

5

20

25

100

Annual physioal education
demonstrations at F.I.a . meetings

Total

Demonstrations that use a large number of youngsters
and demonstrate olass activities are well received and
Inform the public about the physioal education program.
Twenty Instructors or 80& of those contacted mentioned
having some type of elementary physioal education
demonstration.

The aotual activities are not known;

however, from the demonstrations visited there is a
tendency to stress what the instructor favors instead of
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a cross section of the various activities reoora. ended in
elementary physical education*
It is noticeable that men physical education in
structors favor relays, games and skill* while women
instructors favor danolng and rhythms.
Grade Intramural Programs
Sixteen scnools or 62.5 per cent of the larger
elementary schools state that they have some type of
intramural program,

hlght schools have grades 4, 5, and

6 participate; 7 schools have grades 5 and 6 and only
one school mentioned having grades 3, 4, 5, and 6 take
part,

Thirteen schools have the program after school

and three have it at noon,

Eight schools have lntxa-

murals from 3:30 to 4:30 while one each has it from
4:00 to 5:30, 3:30 to 4:15 and 4:00 to 5:00.

One speci

fied 1 hour and 15 minutes after sohool but did not give
the time.
TABLE XVi
GRADE INTRAMURAL PROGRAMS

Number

Per Cent

16

64

No Intramural programs

6

20

No answer

4

16

25

100

Have Intramural programs

Total

43

In one school intramural* mat once a weak, two mat
twice a week, throe mat three time a a woek and one eaoh
meat four and five times a week*

-waive physical educa

tion instructors supervise p r o g r a s , one school system
has senior nigh school students assist under supervision,
and ono principal and one sixth grade home room teaoher
supervise Intramural programs.
TABLE XVII
elementary school

Activity
Touoh

ootball

Humber
6

intramural

Acrivmas

Grade

Other Activity Number Grade

4-5-6

Volleyball

4

4

.iokball

3

4
4

Flag Football

11

uasketball

13

5-6

moooer

2

Hookey

3

5-6

Aerial darts

1

Coftball

7

Net games

1

5

oaseball

1

6-6

Dancing

1

6

Track

5

5-6

2

6

ass games

Table XVII shows that the three leading Intramural
activities are basketball, softball, and touoh football,
followed by track and volleyball*

Three school systems

mentioned grade school tournaments, one esoh in jaoKs and
marbles, the third in hookey sponsored by the park board
which maintains the rinks and supervises the activities.
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Intarsonolastlo Competition
Only

2

school systema made mention of grade school

interacholaatic competition,

ona nad city Interscholastic

competition In touoh football, basketball and track In
grades 4, & and 6.

The second school system allowed

sixth grade boys to participate with the seventh and
eighth grade In taokle football, basketball, track and
softball; however, this was voluntary and with parental
oonsent•
The kind of competitive sports planned for children
In the elementary school must be based on what 1« best
for the growth and development of boys and girls at this
level of maturity. In the elementary sohool, children
grow at variable rates and at the aame chronological
age there are many differences in maturity. In ohildren
who are growing rapidly, growth demands much of tfcc!r
energy. Emotional pressures may drive the child past the
stage of healthful participation. Bone osslfioation and
development la incomplete. . . .
We recommend that aotivlty for all be stressed in
grades one through eight In the elementary school physi
cal education program; that a strong Intramural program
bs developed for grades five through eight; th*t inter
school competition be considered only as a natural out
growth of a full intramural program; that we go on record
as definitely opposed to lntersoholastic competition for
ele.mentary sohool boys and girls.8
9
Based upon a sound, comprehensive instructional
program in grades five through eight, children should
have opportunity to play in supervised intramural games

8. A Report of the National Conference on Physioal
Education. Loo♦ Clt., p. 22,
9. "Recommendations from the beattle Convention Work
shops”, Journal of health and Physical Education, XVIII
September, i$4V. p. 4&2.
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and contests with others who are of corresponding maturity
and ability within their own school,
in grades below the
fifth, the competitive elements found in the usual acti
vities will satisfy the needs of the children. ^
Summary
1.

Out of 25, less than one-half stated that yearly,

dally, and six weeks programs were outlined.

The two

laru s school systems that have a total of 16 sohools in
the combined systems stated that work was outlined in a
daily local syllabus.
2.

Only 2 had a planned physical education program

from kindergarten through grade six.
5.

Only the special teachers of elementary physical

education agreed that there was a need for a planned
program with proper aequenoe in tsaohlng fundamental
skills and activities.
4.

Amount of time for outdoor physical education

in the fall ranged from 2 weeks to 14 wee its, averaging
about 6.7 weeks out of the school year for the fall and
5.7 weeks for the sprin0 .

Only 2 stated that elementary

physloal education classes were held outdoors in the
winter.
5.

The main activities listed for fall were soooer

and soooer lead-up games, followed by kiokball and touch

10.
A Report of the National Conference on Physical
education for Children of elementary uohool Age, Physloal
tiduoatlon for Children of elementary uohool A g e , p. 22.
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football; for winter activities, basketball, rhythms
and tumbling; for spring activities softball and track
followed by softball lead-up games and klofcball.
6.

tilth reference to approximate percentage of

time for various activities, the majority had very
little idea of how muoh time was s ^ n t

on the various

phases of the elementary physical education program.
7.

thirteen sohools stated very little oalls-

thenlos was used in elementary phyalcal education, on iy
one school system having four schools used muoh oalisthenloa.

One other school stated no use of calisthenics.

6.

Little to nothing is dona for the physloally

handicapped in elementary physical education.
9.

Discipline is a minor problem in elementary

physical education,

i'en out of the eleven disciplinary

oases mentioned took place at noon.
10.
were:

Lessons for outdoor disciplinary incidents

lack of aotivity, coming early, having too little

play space, and certain ohlldren wishing to dominate.
11.

the length of time for noon hours in the elemen

tary ^rades varied from 1 hour and 15 minutes to 2 hours.
12.

Out of the 25 sohools six ha^a a definite

planned noon hour program for grades 5 and 6, one has a
planned program during the winter months, and thirteen
have no program.
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13.

ieaohera fait indoor disciplinary incidents

ooourred moat frequently during the last period of the
day, stating Thursday and ; rlday, aa the days when moat
disciplinary incidents occurred.
14.

Only 9 teachers or 36 per oent of the twenty-

five contacted had books on elementary physical education.
15.

Twelve schools or 48 per oent have annual

elementary phyeioal education demonstrations presented
at a Parent Teacher Association meeting.

Bight or 32 per

oent did nothing in publlo relations with reference to
elementary physical education programs.
16.

Sixteen schools or 64 per oent of the larger

elementary sohools have some type of Intramural program.
Fifteen of the sixteen schools have grades 4 and & or
4, 5, and 6 participate.
17.

Elementary intramural sports meet between one

and five times a week, two or three times a week is moat
oomn.on.

Intramurals at thirteen sohools takes plaoe after

school, three other Intramural programs take plaoe at
noon.

Twelve of the sixteen have the physical education

instructor in oharge of the Intramural program, one other
mentioned senior high school students assist under super
vision and one eaoh mentioned a prlnolpal and a sixth
grade teaoher .
18.

'The three leading Intramural activities are
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basketball, softball and touoh football*
19*

Only 2 school systems mentioned grade school

intersoholastic competition.

One has city intoraoholastic

competition in touoh football, basketball and track in
grades 4, 5, and 6.

The other allowed (with parental

consent) sixth grade boys to participate with the seventh
and eighth grade in tac-le football, basketball, track
and softball.

•
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CHAPTER IV
OUTDOOR FACILITIES

Facilities for physioal education in elementary
schools differ widely in kind and in amount or quantity.
Some schools provide play-rooms, gymnasiums and large
well-equipped playgrounds; ether sohools laok some or
all of these advantages.
It seems ironic that so many
elementary schools in this country boast large, well
oared-for lawns, used only for decoration, while some
of these same sohools have little or no outdoor spaoe
for children.
In some communities grass seems more im
portant than youth! The great difference in facilities
may indicate the need for different programs of physical
education on the elementary school level.
It is instinctive and compulsory for children to
play every day in the year,
Play means growth. Safe
places in which to play under good leadership is the
responsibility of the community in which the child lives.
Dr. Herbert a. Jennings of the John's riopklns Uni
versity sayet
T h e young child learns more and develops
better through play than through any other form of acti
vity. Opportunity for varied play under healthful outward
conditions ia beyond doubt the chief need of children".**
■any authorities recommend that playground activity
of all types be oarriad on outdoors whenever ^osalble to
gain the benefit of fresh air, sun and the many games
which are rather difficult to adapt to limited Indoor
spaoe.

Severe winters in North Dakota necessitate con

siderable indoor activity; however, outdoor play should
be included whenever possible.

This oen only be done if

the one in charge promotes it; and if there are outdoor1

1.
p. 141.

Ruth ivans, Supervision of Physical education,

2. J. E. t ur«ce Playground Equipment Company, Planning
Your Playground, Foreward.
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facilities to carry on outdoor activities.

The primary

outdoor facility is adequate playground space; ironic as
it may seem, our elementary schools do not have adequate
play space in spite of our open country triilch is lacking
in the heavily industrialized areas.
A standard of about 10 acres is general recommended
as a minimum for a park-school.
Where the park-idea is
not feasible, the elementary sohool site should occupy
space equal to a base of 5 acres plus an additional aore
for eaoh 100 pupils.
Thus, a sohool of 400 pupils should
have a 9 aore area.
Much of this should be in the form
of unobstructed play area, turfed if possible, and free
of holes, debris, and other hazards to safety. Some of
the area should be hard surfaced area that oan be used
during the many times that the grounds are wet or snowcovered.3*
6
5
Thirty-six of the larger North Dakota school play
grounds were visited and oheoked with a playground Rating
coale.*

This soale was used by Mr. Warren Freed in an un

published trial thesis;^ it was originally obtained from
the Physical Education Curriculum oompiled by hr. william
R. LaPorte and modified by Mr. Freed.
Table XVIII shows the results of the playground sur
vey.

This soale is intended as a measuring device to

3.
Simon A. Mo.eely and Elsa dohnelder.
education in the conool Child'a D a y , p. 47.
4•

Phyaloal

Appendix C .

5.
i>arren Freed, An Analysis of the Playgrounds of
the Elementary cohools of‘"Far g o , KortS""Da. ota. unpublished
PFial Thesis,' i.orth W k o i a University'.
6.
Currloulum.

William R. Laiorte, The Physical Education
p . 66.

evaluate playgrounds of elementary schools.

The scale is

made to oall attention to the characteristics of a good
playground and enable aohool officials to compare local
playgrounds to It.

It Is Intended to point out places

where the playgrounds need improvement.
mooring
The rating soale is divided into three sections each
with a maximum number of points.
Maximum go ore
I.

Design and Construction

II.

acilities and Equipment

III. Program and Leadership
Total Possible Soore

27
27
6
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The rating standards are Intended to represent a
range from poor to superior.

For example, 45 to 60 points

-- superior, 30 to 44 points -- good, 15 to 29 points —
fair, and under lo points poor.

iiaoh of the three major

items on the above soale is divided into a sub-item whioh
is specific.

These Items may be found at the bottom of

Tables XVIII and XIX and in Table XX.
from one to three points.

Eaoh item rates

If an item is considered fair

it is given one point, good -- two points, superior -
three points.

If it does not oome near one point it ia

rated with a zero.
In the tables of this ohapter, the different play
grounds are listed from one to thirty-six under heading "a".
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The following scoring tables will be uaed to Inter
pret Table XVIII on design and construction.
differs somewhat from the one used by :.r.

This table

reedi in hia

unpublished trial thesis and was set up by the author.

I.

Total aoore
2.50 - 3

Superior

b*

1.75 - 2.49

Good

c.

1.00 - 1.74

Fair

D.

.;elow 1

Poor

•

II •

Total feasible hcora for ^ach School All Items
21 - 27

iiuperl or

B.

Good

0
oa
1

A.

H

7.

7

C.

7-13

Fair

D.

Below 7

Poor

i.arren ireed, 0^. Clt.

table xviii
DE3I0N AND CONBTKuJPION K*TliiQiJ

lc

1

0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
1
0
1
1
1
1

. 1
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
0
3
1
3
3
3
3

27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27

6
9
12
10
7
9
5
9
6
7
10
9
4
10
4
7
8
16
6
6
11
16
12
4
5
6
6
14
17
3
14
11
16
20
11
12

3

3

27

a

b

0

d

e

f

fi

h

i

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
16
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
26
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

0
1
1
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
1
2
0
2
0
1
0
1
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
1
0
1
2
0
1
2
1
3
0
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
0
2
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
0
0
1
1
2
2
1
2
2
2
3
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
0
1
2
0
1
1
1
1
0
1
2
1
0
0
1
0
2
2
1
2
2
2
2
2
2

1
1
2
2
0
1
0
1
1
0
1
1
0
2
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
2
1
0
1
0
0
1
2
0
1
2
2
2
1
2

0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
3
0
0
1
2
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
0

1
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
0
1
0
2
0
0
1
3
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
1
3
3
0
2
2
3
3
1
1

1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
2
1
0
2
0
0
1
3
0
0
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
0
2
0
2
3
1
1

Possible
Hean hating
3
3

3

3

3

3

3

Actual
Mean hating

.75
a
b
o
d

1.14 1.14 1.0

-- ,»cnool
— - ize
— ourfaoe
-- alntenanoa

e
f
g
h

.36 1.06 1.06
-- Appearance
-- Fencing
-- multiple ise
— Safety

.33 2.66

6.94

1 -- Convenience
J -- Distance froca
school
Lc — Possible ueore
1 — Hotual Jcore
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The design and construction of ^lay0rounas show an
actual mean rating of 6.J4.

^inoe the possible mean

rating is 27, it is quite obvious that the 36 elementary
school playgrounds that were visited rate low in design
and construction.
In possible scores for items rated at ell schools,
the playground beln^ adjacent to the school rated 2.86*
This was the only item rating superior.
surfaoe,

Playground

-lalntenance, appearance, multiple use and safe

ty were items that rated between 1. and 1.14 for a fair
classification; however, they are all at the lower range
in the fair category.
Items rating poor were size, fencing and convenience
for people ualng the grounds.
In total possible soore for eaon school, all items,
only eight sohools rated O ood in design and construction
of playgrounds, eighteen rated fair and the remaining
ten rated poor.

This may have some signifioanoe in

light of the post war building programs.

Physical edu

cation Instructors and administrators should see that
oertain standards are met with reference to size, sur
faoe, appearance, fencing, multiple use areas, convenience
and safety.
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TABLE XIX
FACILITIES AND KiUIPKKHT RATINGS

a

b

0

d

e

f

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

1
0
1
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
1
3
1

0
0
1
2
0
0
0
0

0
1
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
2
1
3
1
1
1
0
1
0
1
1
2
0
1
0
1

0
1
2
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
2
3
0
2
1
2
3
3
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
1

0
3
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
. 0
0
0
0
0
1
0
2
1
1
1
1
1

a

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

3

1
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
22
0
3
2
23
0
0
24
25
3
0
26
3
0
27
0
0
1
28
0
2
2
29
3
Q
1
30
0
0
0
31
0
2
1
32
0
0
2
1
33
0
2
1
1
0
34
3
1
1
35
0
1
1
1
36
0
2
1
1
Feasible Mean hating
3
3
3
3
3
Actual Mean Rating
•636 . 688 .666 1.13 .33

h

1

0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
3
3
0

3
0
0

0
0

1
2
3
1
1
0
0
2
1
1
2
2
0
2
0
0
1
1
1
2
1
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
2
0
2
3
3
3
2
2

3

3

a
0

0
0
0

3
.11

2
0
0
0

.36 1.22

a - School
e - Touch Football
b - Apparatus
soccer, Softball,
0 - Jumping Stand
;ields
ards and Fits
f - Volleyball Court
d - Basketball Court
g - ultlple use
paved area

k

1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
1
2
2
0

27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27

2
7
9
4
2
4
2
3
4
2
5
5
1
6
1
4
6
7
2
6
6
2
7
0
6
6

3

27

i
0
0

.19

4

6
13
0
10
7
9
14

6
7

5 .25

h - Winter sport
facilities
i - Tree a lay Area
J - Area for quiet
activities
k - Possible score
1 - Actual ~core

The sane scoring tables used to Interpret Table XVIII
la used to Interpret Table XIX on playground facilities
and equipment.
The total actual mean rating for all schools Is 5.25
with reference to facilities and equipment on the play
grounds.
The playgrounds did not have any Items ranking super
ior or good.

The only two items ranking fair were:

combination touch football, soocer and softball fields;
and area for free play and low organised games,

haven

items including play apparatus, jumping standards and pits,
basketball oourta, volleyball courts, multiple use paved
areas for handioral't and quiet activities all ranked low.
It is quite obvious that much can be done towards improve
ment of facilities and equipment on the elementary school
playgrounds.

With reference to facilities and equipment

no schools rated superior and only one rated good.

Eleven

schools rated fair while the regaining twenty-four rated
poor.

Playground Leadership
The responsibility of the teaoher is to inatruot, to
provide leadership, and to supervise children on the play
ground.
Unless supervision is provided, a playground may
become a safety hazard, a social menaoe, and a civic lia
bility.
The children's lack of experience in organising
activities and the faot that so many are unskilled and
actually laoK knowledge of game rules may lead to the
development of antisocial situations, if wise leadership
Is not provided on the school playu round. Timid children
may be left out of activities because other ohildren fall
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to acaept or recognize them as equals.
Aggressive child
ren may dominate playing areas to the detriment of the re
maining children, bullies are apt to cause trouble.
Unsportsmanlike behavior could become the order of the day
unless there is planned supervision. A school playground
during periods before and after sohool, at recess, ana at
the noon hour should never be without the presence of one
or more teachers. A teaoher assigned to supervise the
playground enjoys an opportunity to observe character
istics and interests of the ohila that never are apparent
in the olassroouu
in this sphere she has an opportunity
to direct and help form the ohild's soolal attitudes.6

8. Winifred Van Hagen and others, Physical Education
in the hlementary ,,chool. p. 8.
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TAbLl-J XX
PROGRAM AND LE a D&RUUIP RATINGS

Softool

Aotivltiaa

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
6
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
16
19

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
26
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
Possible
Mean Rating
AOtual
Mean Hating

Leadership
qualifications

Possible
Score

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
2
2
2
1
2
2
1
1
2
2
2
2
2

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
3
3
2
0
3
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
2
1
2
3
3
3
3
3

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

3

3

6

1.16

1.63

Act ual
score
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
4
4
4
4
0
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
3
3
3
2
5
4
2
3
5
5
5
5
5

2.80
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The sane scoring is used for fable XX as has been
used for Table XVIil and XIX with the exception of total
score by school for Table XX whloh has the following
scoring table:
Total 3oore by Schools
A.

4.50 -- 6

Superior

8.

3.00 -- 4.49

Oood

C.

1.50 —

Fair

D.

i-Qlow 1.50

2.99

Poor

With reference to program and leadership the total
mean score for all schools is 2.80.

This is interpreted

as fair.
Leadership ranked .47 higher than programs; however,
there ie a definite shortcoming in both leadership and
programs as both only rated fair.
with reference to programs and leadership the total
score by schools rated 6 superior, 12 good, 15 fair, and
3 poor.
Large schools which have well trained teachers and
broad programs result in a higher program and leaderahlp
ra tlng.
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Summary

TAbLK XXI
OVER-ALL RATINGS
Design and
8
1
2
9
12
3
4
10
5
7
6
9
7
5
8
9
9
6
10
7
10
11
12
9
13
4
14
18
15
4
16
7
17
8
18
16
19
6
20
6
21
11
22
16
23
12
24
4
25
5
26
8
27
6
28
14
17
29
30
3
31
14
32
11
33
16
34
20
35
11
36
12
Possible
wean Rating
27
Actual'
Mean Rating
6.94

op the elementary playgrounds

Equipment
and Panllltlaa

Program and Possible Actual
8001*6
score

2
7
9
4
2
4
2
3
4
2
5
5
1
6
1
4
6
7
2
6
6
2
7
0
6
6
4
8
13
0
10
7
9
14
8
7

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
4
4
4
4
0
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
3
3
3
2
5
4
2
3
5
5
5
5
5

60
60
60
60
60
60
60
20
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
GO
20
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60

27

6

60

5.25

2.80

12
18
23
16
11
15
9
16
14
13
19
14
8
27
7
13
16
25
10
14
18
19
20
7
14
17
12
27
34
5
17
23
30
39
24
24

17.5
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The following scoring table la used for the over-all
ratingsi
r

Score by Schools
A.

46 - 60

Superior

B.

30 - 44

Good

c.

15 - 29

Fair

D.

below 15

Poor

The total actual mean for the 36 elementary play
grounds that were checked was 17.5.

This result was a

rating of fair; however, this rating was only 2.5 points
above a poor rating.
In respect to Part £ Design and Construction and
Part II Facilities and Equipment the 36 school playgrounds
ranked poor.
leadership,

They were rated as having fair programs and
in the final analysis of individual schools

considering all factors in this study Table XXI shows
that no school reaohed the superior rating, three sohools
rated good, 16 schools rated fair, and the remaining 15
sohools reoelved a poor rating.

Adequacy of F a c i l i t i e s
,.hen asked what facilities were needed most the
following answers were givent

" k « w gymnasium, more play

ground space, storage space, better playground facilities.'’
Out of 18 who answered only one claimed all facilities
necessary.

The following are some typical m a r k s by super
intendents, physical education teachers and classroom
teaohers with reference to facilities:
1.

"Facilities are very poor"

2.

"Very little play areas"

3.

"Be have no indoor facilities for the first
six grades or any qualified person to teach
physical education in the grade schools"
improvements

Three school systems plan on having new elementary
buildings within the next one or two years.

One is al

ready built and houses grades one to four, this new
school is without a gymnasium.

Three sohools mentioned

that new Junior high school rooms have been added to old
buildings leaving less playground space,

several others

will have soma resurfacing done on the playgrounds.
Eleven of the schools stated there would be nothing done
to improve facilities.

Summary
I.

Design and Construction
1.

The 36 elementary school playgrounds rated

poor in design and construction*
2.

In possible scores for ite..,s oneoKed for all

sohools the playground being adjacent to the school was
the only item rating superior.
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3.

Playground surfuoe, maintenance, a^ear a n c a ,

multiple use and safety were items that rated a fair
classification.
4.

oise, fencing, and convenience for people

usin0 the grounds were rated as poor.
6.

Considering all 0 items no schools rated

superior, eight schools rated good in design and construct
ion of playgrounds, eighteen rated fair and the remaining
ten rated poor.
11.

P'aolllties and Equipment
1.

The 36 elementary school playgrounds rated

poor in playground faollltlea and equipment.
2.

Of the 9 items listed under facilities and

equipment none ranked superior or good.
3.

The only 2 items ranking fair were combina

tion touoh football, soccer, and softball fields; and
area for free play and low organised games.
4.

oeven items including play apparatus, jumping

standards and pits, basketball courts, volleyball courts,
multiple uae paved area, winter sport facilities and areas
for quiet activities all ranked poor.
5.

No sohools rated superior in reference to

facilities and equipment.
Eleven sohools rated fair.
rated poor.

Only one sohool rated good.
The remaining twenty-four

III.

Program and Leadership
1.

Program activities and leadership on the

36 elementary playgrounds rated fair.
2.

Leadership ran iced slightly higher than

3.

Total soore by schools rated six superior.

program s.

Twelve Oood, fifteen fair and three poor.
IV.

Over-all iium. ary and oom tents

As individual schools, considering all factors, none
reaohed the superior rating.

Three rated good, eighteen

rated fair and fifteen rated poor.
The thirty-?Ix North Dakota eiementary school play
grounds ranked fair.

In the three categories rated,

design and construction and facilities and equipment rated
poor.

Program activities and leadership rated fair.
In order to improve these playgrounds, each sohool

system should set up a long range program.

If improve

ments are made gradually the expense will be spread over
a long period of time.

Cooperative planning should be

oarrled on by the sohool administration and physioal edu
cation teaohers.

Obtaining more playground space is often

both an expensive and difficult task; lack of foresight
in planning is partly responsible for the eituation shown
in this study.

Cooperative planning, aid professional

advice should be part of the ground work where additional

or new facilities are considered.
For safety reasons all of the playgrounds should he
fenced,

.vhen landscaping is done shrubs may be planted

to cover up the fence.

Planned arrangement of equipment

and facilities is another factor for safer playgrounds.
l'he study showed that drinking fountains, benches,
and toilet facilities are lacking.

These facilities for

the convenience of the spectators and people using the
playground are of utmost importance,

hohool toilet

facilities might be used if the administration waa aware
of the importance,

ftlth proper supervision eohool

facilities oould and should be used for many more hours
than they are.
ihe playground surfaces of tho elementary sohoole
rated fair In most instances; however, many should be
graded for better drainage.
that

Tnere are a few playgrounds

avo loose gravel and olnders whioh is dangerous.

Replacing these areas with turf would make the area aafer
and more adaptable to aotivities.
Hard-surfaced multiple use areas are totally lacking
on Horth Dakota playgrounds,

weather conditions and type

of soil make it almost necessary to add these surfaoes.
Local townahip or oounty road crews have done a good job
at a nominal oost in other states.

Hard-surfaced areas

would make it possible to be active outdoors a greater
period of time each year.

irovlsions should also ha made for a quiet and
handioraft area wnloh Is vary lacking.

iablea and benohes

might be lnoluded in this area for fall, spring and summer
use*
In many oases where the playgrounds are rather snail,
they oould be ^ut to more use by a little planning.

By

designating different areas for various aotivltles and
by marking boundaries and lines for the games the entire
area oould be used to advantage.
There is a definite lack of volleyball courts and
Jumping pits.

It would require very little work and

expense to set two poles into the ground and improvise
a burlap net, or use a clothes line rope for deok tennis,
newoomb, or any of the volleyball lead-up aotivltles.

In

spite of the faot that most sohoola had one or two baakets
and backboards they are set at the of loial 10 foot height,
making it difficult for the average grade school youngster
to ahoot baskets.

A height of about eight feet would be

more praotloal for elementary grade use.
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CHAPTER V
Hi DOOR FACILITIES
The planning and construction of buildings to house
the physical education program has been neglected in
many instances.

'There are atilX many administrators

and teaohers who feel that physical education ia nothing
but «/layv a childhood fantasy which produoss little if
any value to sound living, therefore they feel it does
not require the attention of the other aoademlos.
aith the larger number of youngsters who are now
attending the elementary schools and with no deollne
expected in the immediate future, facilities in the
elementary schools will be taxed to the maximum for a
number of years.

Schools are trying to stay abreast

through building programs| however, there are still
school boards and individuals who look to the future only
as far as their terms in offloe.1
The situation in North Da ota Is no worse than in
other areas.

It may be better in the sense that there

is still more buildin , space than in the heavily in
dustrialised areas,

with new discoveries of resouroes

and a greater influx of population the problem of eduoa-

1.
Winifred Van Hogen and others, Physical education
In the Elementary ..ohool, pp. 22-63.

tlonal facilities la becoming a dominant one in this
area.

With the Ion* winters and inclement spring weather

the indoor facilities should he more adequate here than
where the climate is more favorable.
In the main, our publio schools have Inadequate
gymnasium facilities; especially is this true in the
elementary schools and in the high schools of the largest
cities and of the very small towns .c

TABLE XXII
ELEMENTARY GYMNASIUMS IN THE LARGER SCHOOL SYSTEMS
dumber of
Elementary nohools

Number of Elementary
school Gymnasiums

a

4

4

b

3

0

0

9

9

d

2

0

e

7

7

f

4

4

£

2

0

h

6

6

1

1

1

J

3

2

k
Total
11

1

0

42

33

Softool
System

2.
jp• 129.

abel Lee, The Conduot of ;hysloal education,
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Indoor facilities in most larger north Dakota
elementary schools are not ideal; however, as may be
noticed in Table XXII, seven of the larger school
systems representing 34 schools report that all but one
have access to a gymnasium for elementary physical edu
cation.

One school uses a large junior high school

apparatus room for its gymnasium*

our school syster.s

representing 8 schools do not have gymnasium facilities
for the elementary grades,

The eight schools that do

not have gymnasiums are in four of the s aller sohool
syste s.

One is comprised of three schools, two others

have two sohools each and one has one sohool.

In six of

the sohools regular home room teachers are responsible
for all subjects including physical education,

xn two

sohools of one sohool system a woman junior hi0h physi
cal education teacher spends a half day weekly with the
elementary grades.
Two of the sohools report having 18 foot oellinga
in the gymnasiums making it difficult for playing basket
ball.

The size of the gymnasiums varied from 30 by 40

feet to 40 by 84 feet.

LaPorte

3

states that even elemen

tary sohools should have either a small gymnasium or a
play room, with celling height at least sixteen feet.3

3.
william halph LaPorte, The Physical education
Curriculum, p. 43.
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■Lookers and Dhower

facilities

06van of the eleven school systems reported having
shower facilities for tne grades; however, only one sohool
reported using them and that was only during basketball
season.

Very few of tne elementary aohools have lookers.

Two elementary schools had shower and looker room facili
ties left by junior high school students when the junior
high schools transferred to new buildings.

Regular class

room wall lookers serve as looker apace with tennis shoes
stored on shelves or hung on wall hooks.
In a study made by Gustafson,

4

it was found that

2 2 . 8 per cent of the secondary schools of horth Dakota did
not have lookers,

k similar study in Minnesota by

5
oftoal

showed that 29.4 of the Minnesota high schools did not
nave lockers.

Gymnasium lookers were available for the

grades only where the junior high sohool had moved to
another building.

Swimming
One grade sohool, formerly a junior high sohool,
nas an Indoor swlmmln0 pool.

This pool has not been used4
5

4. James Gustafson, Boys Physloal aduoatlon Leader
ship, Facilities and Equipment In the ITeoondary aoHools of
-.orth Dakota. Unpublished Master*aphasia, University of~
Lorth Dakota.

5 . L a r l i n d e a l , P h y s i c a l . d u o a t io n L e a d e r s h i p ,
F a o l l l t l e s and equipment" in .<flni e s o t a
o o h o o l s . 'Jnp u b l i s h e d '( t a s t e r ' s i i i e a i s , U n i v e r s i t y ol North T^a 'o t a

1
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for the two years that the grades have oocupled the school,
lhe entire unit is lntaot; however, there are no indica
tions of having 11 put Into use In the near futiire.
ViIn tor Facilities
Only two sohools that had new additions in the past
two years use part of the eohool as a warm in
ice skating.

house for

lhe park board floods artificial rinks and

has an attendant in charge evenings and Saturdays.

Ihe

warming house is so oonstruoted that it can be shut off
from the rest of the building) however, toilet facilities
and water are aooessable.

any elementary school play

grounds have various sized skating rinks and temporary
warming room facilities for winter use.

nummary
1.

Out of 42 sohools reporting 35 schools have some

type of gymnasium.

..ine schools are without a gymnasium

for the grades.
2.

haven of the larger school systems reported

having shower facilities for the grades; however, only
one sohool reported using them and that was only during
the basketball season.
3.

Very few of tne elementary sohools have special

lookers for physical education use.
lookers are used.

Regular classroom

4.

two Qlo.nentarjr schools use the facilities left

by junior hijh sohoolawhen they transferred to new
buildings.
5.
pool.

One elementary sohool reported having a swimming
It is not being used.

CHAPTER VI
supplies

and equipment

Tools are needed to teaoh children physical educa
tion. Ro reasonable person would expect to teaoh
onemlatry without laboratory equipment or to develop an
orohestra without musical instruments.
Modern teaohing
is depending more and more on peroeptual learning; maps,
globes, charts, moving pictures, and other audio-visual
material are considered essential in the education of
children* Likewise, it la true that the skills and co
ordinations so greatly needsd in the development of the
normal child require apparatus, ga. e equipment, and a
great variety of suoh supplies as balls, bats and raokets.
Children do not learn reading or arithmetic with but
one book to a room, nor do they learn music and singing
with one instrument and ona songbook in a class,
simi
larly, learning in physical education requires an
adequate supply of instructional materials.*
Returns from the questionnaires and interview
answers indicated that the supplies and equipment were
not adequate.

Enrollment, facilities, budget, and other

factors are to be considered regarding equipment; however,
it was found that many or the sohoola lacked such inex
pensive and aaay to obtain items as beanbags and jump
ropes whioh are recommended for uae in all elementary
grades.
Young children are hampered in their efforts to
master the movements of finer coordination by equipment
that is not adapted to their bodily proportions.
ost
sports equipment is manufactured for use by adults.
It
ia, therefore, not properly proportioned for use by
children, thereby retarding the development of manual 1

1. Winifred Van Hagen and others, Physical Educa
tion in the elementary school.
Pp. 10d-Tl0.
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dexterity,
bets that ere too lon^ end heavy, basketballs
that are too large and heavy, and baskets that are too
high, tend to handicap the child rather than to help him
In developing skills.
The National rederation of btate
High ~ohool Athletic Associations ties done some work in
this direction, and there have been a few attempts by
manufaoturers to design and produce sports equipment
especially proportioned for youngsters.
Their experiments
met with little financial suooeas, however, and have been
abandoned.2
Junior bite

aaketballa and Footballs

Table XXIII shows that three sohool systems consist
ing of J schools or 21.4 per cent do not have any junior
size footballs or basketballs.

The eight remaining

sohool systems consisting of 33 elementary schools or
78.6 per oent have junior size footballs or basketballs.
Three sohool systems totaling 20 schools have 64 junior
sized footballs while the remaining 16 schools do not
have any.2

2.
National a c u i t i e s Conference, a
aide for
Planning Facilities for atnletics, iecreaTion, Physical
and Heal tE^Uduoa tfion.
~
-

TABLE XXIIX
REQULATIOS AHD JUNIOR BIZB BASKETBALLS AND FOOTBALLS
oohool No. of Students
Bystems
per Ball
a

90

Regulation ~ T s e " Junior
5b
Fb
BB
12

FB

8

b
0

35.9

59

d

12.5

6

e

37.5

f

50

8

8

43.7

6

2

*

h

19

14

30

4

4

*

*

•

2

1

3

i

22.2

6

J

62.5

4

k

60

2

1

2

57

16

92

Total
11

30

4

64

*Has equipment, but did not indicate the quantity.
There are 92 junior sized basketballs in the seven
sohool systems reporting; however, it is interesting to
know that 5J of them or 64 per cent are in 9 schools of
one sohool system, while 3d of them or 36.8 per cent are
in 18 schools of 6 sohool systems.

One sohool system

consisting of 6 schools stated having junior also foot
balls and basketballs; however, no mention was made of

the quantity.
The number of students per ball ranged from 12 to
90 at the various school systems,

i or efficient teach

ing of basketball and football skills the average olass
of thirty pupils requires 6 to 8 junior sized balls.
Among the most used game materials are the various
types of balls, which will be needed In quantities.
Junior size basketballs should be used sinoe regulation
size basketballs are too heavy and large to be handled
suooessfully by most girls and by younger boys. Rubber
balls for soooer, basketball, volleyball, arid softball
are useful during the rainy season and are particularly
good if the surface of a playground la so rough as to
out or break leather oasings. There are rubber softballs
that are softer than the official softball; they are
called soft softballs or soft playground balls. They are
especially useful for teaching primary ohildren the
overhand throw a/ d beginning oatohin,, throwing and
batting games.® 5

5.

Winifred Van Hagen and others, 0£. Git,

table xxiv

ATHLETIC SUUIFMEjn AND SUPPLIES USED B Y FORTY TWO
LARGER NORTH DA OTA ELEHBHTARY SCHOOLS

92.8
92.8
88.0
85.7
83.3
83.3
76.6

*1
*2
*2

*2

76.2
76.2
66.7
$4 .1
61.9
57.1
52.4
47.6
45.2
45.2
45.2
4 9 .9
42.9
• -.1
8ft*a
33.3
31.0
31.0
26.6
28.6

*2.4
*4.6
*4.6

«4.8

26.2
26.2
23.8
23.8
21.4
21.4
*2.4
*1
21.4
21.4
21.4

Prequenoy

Table Tennis sets
sand box
Target Darts
Horseshot Sets
horizontal ladder
Goal hi
badminton Rackets
badminton Birds
Puoka
Dominoes
Horizontal bars
Medicine balls
Tether Balls
Fielders Gloves
Shot Puts
Horses
Trampolines
Jaokstones
Croquet Sets
Spring boards
Parallel Bara
Hookey Sticks
Diaous
baseball Bats
Climbing Hopes
box Hookey
Rings
Buck
Giant Stride
arohery
Bingo
Baseball
.-tall bars
Vaulting Poles
boxing Gloves
Vaulting Box
lalaoe beam

W e e High School Supplies ana Equipment

Per '
Cent

6 *1 19.0 *2.4
8
19.0
7
16.7
7
16.7
14.3
6
6
14.3
5
11.9
5
11.9
5
11.9
4
9*9
4
9.5
4
9*9
S.i;
4
4
9.5
7.1
3
3 *1 7.1
3
7.1
7.1
3
2
4.7
4.7
2
2 *1 4.7
2
4.7
2.4
1
1
2.4
1
2.4
1
2.4
1
2.4
1
2.4
2.4
1
2.4
1
1
2.4
1
2.4
0
0
0
0
0

w
e
01
*

39
Softballs
39
softball Bate
First Aid Supplies 37
Record Flayer
36
35
Records
slide and Film35
Strip irojeotor
Motion Picture
33
Projector
Outdoor Basketball
baskets
32
32
soale
basketballs (Jr.) 20
basketballs (Reg.) 27
Goooer balls
26
Gym iiats
24
Jumping standards 22
20
Jumping Its
Sportballs (Small) 19
19
Jumping Ropes
Indian Club
19
Sportballs (Large) 18
oean bags
18
16
Footballs (Jr.)
Footballs (Reg.)
15
Stopwatoh
14
13
Bases
Measuring Tape
13
Climbing Poles
12
12
Slides
Swings
12
Merry-go-rounds
11
Chinning Bars
11
Jungle Gym
10
Tee ter-1 otter
10
Checkers
9
Shuffleboard
9
9
Peck Tennis Rings
Aerial >«rt Paddles 9
Aerial Dart Birds
9

Type

*
a
<*

Hr
Cent

Frequency

e

Type
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elementary oohool Equipment and Supplies
Table XXIV shows that softballs, softball bats,
first aid supplies, record players, records, slide and
film strip projectors, motion picture projectors, soales,
basketballs (junior and regulation size), soccer balls,
gym mats and Jumping standards were mentioned by over
50 per cent of the schools as being included in eletnentary athletic and physical education equipment supplies.
Bingo, archery, giant strides, bucks, rings, box hookey,
climbing ro^es, baseballs, baseball bats and discus were
mentioned by the least number of sohools, whioh in this
oase was one for eaoh.

There was no mention of vaulting

poles, stall bars, or balance beams possibly indicating
that they are not used in elementary physical education.
In a similar study by Georgiady and davage* covering
95 elementary sohools located in towns and cities varying
in population from 700 to over 1,000,000 representing 43
states and the District of Columbia, the following re
sults were obtained:

doftballs, (baseball), Basketballs,

volleyballs, bats, volleyball and tennis nets, footballs,
and soccer balls were mentioned by over 50 per cent of
the sohools as being included in their athletlo and
phyeloal education equipment supply.

Tumbling mate and

4.
Alexander Georgiady and huasell Savage, airbus
of .hyaloal Education in Elementary Schools, p. 140.
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tennis were mentioned by the least number of schools,
which in this case was one for eaoh.
In comparison to the national study representing 43
states, softballs, softball bats, basketballs and soccer
balls were mentioned in over 50 per oent of the sohools
as being included in the elementary phyaioal education
equipment.

The national study also included volleyballs,

volleyball and tennis nets and footballs whioh were not
mentioned by 50 per oent of the north Dakota bohools.
ost heeded Equipment
Of the forty-two North Dakota schools contacted by
questionnaire or visitation only three indicated ade
quate equipment, and only 10 listed anything under most
needed equipment as shown In Table XXV.
TABLE XXV
MOST HEEDED EQUIPMENT AS STATED B Y NORTH DAKOTA
KLEMENTAHY TEa CHEKS

Equipment
Volleyball standards
Playground equipment
Indoor equipment
Hats
horizontal bars
Vaulting Box
Stop natch
Trampoline

Frequenoy
3
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
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It may be that many of the teaohera and administra
tors are not aware of what Is needed.

The following

information published by the office of sduoation on this
particular subject should be familiar to everyone oonneoted with elementary physical education.
t
In general, it is desirable to spend limited
funds first for balls and othar basic supplies end
one or two pleoes of playground equipment like a
"jungle-gym" and horisontal ladder. Any lnorease
in funds should ba used first to obtain adequate
supplies and then to obtain othar pieces of play
ground equipment,
fhs supplies for an elementary
school includei
Air hump
Awl lfor laoing balls)
Badminton or aerial tennisrackets or paddles,
nets, and shuttlecocks
balls, sponge rubber, and
6 inch rubbar 'gameballs'
Volleyball sized rubber
•gameballs'
basketballs (rubber for
outdoors, also useful
Indoors )
Bean Bags
.o h hookey box, sticks,
and ball (old baseballs
will do)
Cord and measuring tape
(for lining off courts
and measuring distances)
hart and dart board targets
(magnetic or rubber
suotlon kind for younger
children)
Deck Tennis rings or
tenniquoits
ootballs (rubber)
..orse shoes and stakes
Indian clubs or pieoes of
wood 8* x 2" Jt 8" (for
relays and games)

saddles Tennis paddles
and balls (sponge
rubber or old
tennis balls will
do)
Lime-dehydrated, for
field markings
Faint and show card
color
Fvteka
Phonograph records
Quoita
nopea (long jump ropes
and abort indivi
dual on# a)
shuffleboard disks and
cues
Coooer balls (rubber
for outdoors, also
useful indoors)
goftball or baseball
Balls
bases
Bats
Catchers' mask and
Froteotor
Table tennis-tables,
paddles, balls and
nets
father ball arid pole
Volleyballs and nets
thistles (for teaoher
and pupil referees)
First Aid M t
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Additional supplies which are either more expensive
or less essential*
Arohery tackle
howling — duck-pins and balls
Codeball — balls and cones
Fishing gear
Tamils rackets, balls, nets8

Compared to the general list the Morth Dakota schools
studied are lacking in variety of equipment.
Horaemade Im provised Sup p lies and Equipment
*any supplies oan be made by pupils or others at a
reat saving.
The results will not always be comparable
to comi.eroial articles, but will usually be satisfactory.
Here are a few examples:
Paddles for table tennis,
paddle badminton, paddle tennis, and similar games oan
be out with a ooping saw or jigsaw from apple orates,
packing boxes, or plywood.
Paddle badminton shuttleooo s
(birdies) oan be made by placing a small sponge rubber
bell (cost about 1 oent) in the center of a small square
of sorap silk or similar cloth.
If the ball la tied in
the square with a rubber band so that the four oornera
and ends trail behind when in flight, a satisfactory
”birdie" action may be obtained, burlap feed saoks or
the net bats that oranges sometimes come in oan bs made
into usable nets for table tennis, deok tennis, or other
such games,
ohuffleboard cues can be made from broom
sticks and coat hangers and the disks oan be out out of
scrap wood Just as paddles oan. daaeball bats can be
turned on a lathe, although from the safety standpoint
only sturdy resilient bats should be used. One length
of aash cord will make a number of jump ropes.5
6
Only 6 schools out of the 42 that were contacted
stated that they had any improvised equipment or apparatus

5. Simon A. dc eely and Elsa Schneider, physical
d. cation in the .;Ohool Chi Id *3 :a y . iJp. 50-51.
6. Simon A. , c .eely and Elsa Scnneider, O p . C i t .
Pp. 51-52.
---
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for elementary physioal education use*

upeoifylng the

following:
Chinning bars
Jumping Standards
Table Tennis Tables
Bex Hookey
Although It would be rather difficult to have all
the equipment suggested by Mcdeely and Schneider, sched
uling for use during different times of the day and
sharing between different rooms and classes would help
the equipment serve more people.
Mats oan be made by stuffing ticking or canvas with
felt, mots, cottonseed hulls, or similar material.

A

fair outdoor substitute for a mat, other than a thick
turf, oan be made by softening the ground as in a Jump
ing pit, but not quite so soft, and stretching a oanvaa
across it
The following facilities and equipment have been
Improvised for elementary use at a minimum of expense
and time:
bean bags

Jumping Tit

balance beam

oand box

Chinning Bar

outdoor horizontal
Pipes for Stunting

Jumping standards Vaulting Box 7

7.
p. 53.

Simon A* lichee ly and blsa uchnelder, 0*.. Cit.,
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Twirl juall - burlap sack
or deflated inner tube
fastened to a jump rope,
medicine uall - use any
old leather inflated
ball.
Remove bladder,
sew securely all rips
and tears, fill with
cotton, ra^e or mattress
filling until ball retains its shape,
uew
or laoe the opening used
for filling.
An old
basketball maues the
best medicine ball.

xar^et Toss - a canvas
tar^et wTFE a d o w n or
animal picture on it to
practice throwing for
accuracy.
la pocket could
be sewed into tne mouth to
catoh the thrown balls.)
aerial Hoop - a 2 to 4 foot
Hoop supported by a wire,
or on a base about 5 feet
from the floor or ground,
for opposing players to
use as a target for a
shuttleoook.

uhere the elementary school is in the same building
or adjoining a Junior or senior high school, the grades
should take advantage of high school facilities when they
are not in use.

Jumping standards and jumping pits in

particular oan be uaed.
duramary
1.

Supplies and equipment are not adequate in the

aorth Dakota elementary schools.
S3.

Jilght school systems consisting of 33 elementary

sohools or 70.6 per oent have Ju. lor sise footballs and
basketballs,

ftlne schools or 21.4 per cent do not have

any Junior sise basketballs or footballs.
3.

There are 92 Junior sise basketballs in the

seven sohool systems r eport i n g however, it is interest
ing to know that 59 of them or 64 per cent are in 9
sohools of one system, while 33 of them or 35.6 per oent
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are in 18 schools of 6 school systems.
4.

softballs, softball bats, first aid supplies,

reoord players, records, slide and film atrip projectors,
motion picture projectors, scales, basketballs (junior
and regulation size), soooer balls, gym mats and jumping
standards, were mentioned by over 50 per cent of the
schools as being included in their elementary athletic
and physioal eduoation equipment supply.

This compared

favorably with a National btudy made in 45 states.^
5.

bingo, archery, giant strides, buck, rings,

box hookey, climbing ro^es, baseballs, baseball bats and
discus were mentioned by the least number of schools,
ihls also compared favorably with the Georglady study.
6.

Ihere was no mention of having vaulting boxes,

boxing gloves, vaulting poles, stall bare or balance
bea a; however, none of theae are necessary for a good
elementary physioal education program.
7.

Only three of the forty-two schools contacted

stated that they had all the equipment they needed.
8.

bix of the 42 schools stated they had improvised

equipment or apparatus for slsmentary physical eduoation
use.

In visitation it was noted home made equipment

was practically nonexistent.

8.
P. 45.

Alexander v>eorglady and hussell bavage, O p . bit.

9.

Only 4 schools stated that they used discarded

high school equipment.

If it was of no value to the

high school, it would probably be of little value for
grade use.
i'hls study shows that junior sized equipment is not
present in all elementary schools.
huTfloient equipment and supplies for teaohing skills
is lacking.
minimum

Improvised equipment and apparatus is at a
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CHAPTER VII

SAFETY
The following causes of accidents were taken from
a thesis covering 700,000 children in 400 Eew York City
public schools:
The most frequent stated cause of accidents was
slipping 124.4 per cent) with tripping vl6.4 per
cent), collision with objects (9.1 per cent), hit
by objeots (8.5 per aent), contacting sharp objects
l7 per oent), and pushing (6.3 per cent) following
in that order. These six stated causes aooounted
for 70 per cent of all accidents.
The amount of supervision had a decided effeot
upon the aooident situation. On the streets there
was little supervision of any kind at the time of
the accident and the aociuent rate and the severity
rate were both high, itt home there was more super
vision, the accident rate was lower but the
severity rate slightly higher.
At school where the
supervision was greatest the aocldent rate and the
severity rate were lowest.1
Principle a and Procedures for Safety
Principals and teachers should be conscious of the
safety need in their area and have knowledge of the best
methods to use for efficient instruction.

The present

procedures are not effective enough.
The safety program should be adapted to local condi
tions and needs.

Local accident reporta, surveys of

local hazards, the grade level, and type of pupil should

1.
Hubert K. brown, "Safety in elementary and Junior
High Schools of Hew York City", hesearch quarterly, U a y ,
1940), p. 83.
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be baslo considerations.
The physical education program should stress the
development of skills necessary for safety.

Activities

emphasising stopping, starting, and ohanglng direction
quickly should reoeive more attention.
The phases of the school program when accidents are
prevalent should be closely supervised and these periods
used to develop the necessary attitudes and habits.
Koutlne Inspection for hasarda and removal or safeguard
ing of those discovered are important.
The school alone cannot control conditions so efforts
should be made to publicise the safety program, seoure
the cooperation of parents, polioe, and other agencies,
ana develop a feeling of reaponaibllity for others in
accident prevention.
It is Important to evaluate methods and materials
used each year, eliminating or improving those giving
poor results,

ieaohers ehould develop and utilize

pupils in the safety program.

The more active part they

play the greater the values received.
o
be his own severest oritic.2

2.

Hubert h. brown, 0£. C l t .

The teaoher ehould

Pp. 84-85.
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Safety Playground activities
safety line or fences should be provided for all
dangerous apparatus or play areas*
If natural barriers
or fences are not provided, It way be possible to rope
off or paint lines to designate tne areas.
Playground
leaders (may be safety patrols) should be selected and
trained to proteot younger or less experlenoed perform
ers on all apparatus. Apparatus should not be used
except under supervision.
Children should not be
allowed to use wet apparatus.
Children should be in
structed to report unsafe apparatus, unsafe conditions,
and injuries, to the instructor.
This instruction
might well be included among the various posted rules
and regulations.
Children should not be allowed to run or play with
sharp, dangerous objects in their mouths or hands.
Children should be taught how to use the apparatus
correctly and safely, ho supervised playground would
be worthy of the name if a constant program of safety
eduoation were not oarrled or.. It need not be the
negative "don't do this" type, but it should be the
positive "do it this way" type.
m e landing areas around apparatus should be soft;
when feasible mats should be provided, otherwise there
should be sand, shavings, sawdust, or other suitable
material,
Sinoe most apparatus injuries are the result
of falls, this provision is an important one.w

TABLE XXVI
INSURANCE COVERING ELEMENTARY 3C..00L PUPILS3

ochools
42

Yes

No

13

4

No answer or did not know
26

Table XXVI shows that out of 42 larger iorfch Dakota

3.

Don Cash

©aton, safety in Sports, PP. 30b-399.
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elementary schools only 15 knew anythin^ about insurance
covering the grade school youngsters in the school or on
the playgrounds,

schools that had insurance used it 6

different times within the last three years.
Only

2

schools made any safety provisions on the

playgrounds for landing off of swings, slices, teetertotters, bars, or ladders,

oeven schools stated having

serious accidents In elementary physical education during
too 1952-55 school year.

All seven occurred outdoors.

The main cause of minor injuries was listed as falls.
In the hew York City public school study this was also
the leading cause for their accidents,

dkinted knees,

abrasions, skinned elbows and bruises were the results
of these fells arid contacts.
Playground Accidents
Two children were killed and thousands crippled
before the Los angeles school playgrounds were altered.
The following statements and facts were taken from an
article about tne Los Angeles playgrounds.
Last year in Pittsburgh three hundred and nineteen
youngsters suffered major accidents on school playgrounds,
many of them while playin^ on swings, slides, and climbing
apparatus set over blacktop or concrete. Thirty of these
ohildren fractured arma or legs; four suffers brain con
cussions. The rising toll of playground casualties goes
along with a recent development -- the increasing use of
black asphaltic concrete beneath these play devices. As
blacktop nas replaced sand and tanbark safety pits the
accident rate has risen year after year. The use of sand
should be required under ollmbing poles, double horizontal
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bars and horizontal ladders which are used in elementary
school, better than sand, say many experts, are pits
containing sawdust, shavings or tanbari*. i'he nation's
leading playground authority, r. Jay 5 bash of Haw
York University, recommends sawdust and pointedly warns
against 'blacktop, concrete, gravel or any other hard
surface* under play apparatus.

.

uerioua accidents -- avoidable injuries — inevi
tably result from Inadequate supervision, kost authori
ties set a limit of twenty-five onildren as the maximum
any one teacher can supervice safely, hspeoially for
tne smaller children a strictly enforced system of safety
instruction is essential. In Los Angeles school
officials nave tried to explain away many accidents by
the olala that a child was not using the equipment
properly. Yet only careful inatruotion and constant
supervision oan eliminate euoh improper uaa^e. Obvious
ly, the burden of instruction rests on the adults who
run the schools rather than on the inexperienced and
unguided Judgment of aix-year-olds. But beyond all other
measures the one step that will immediately minimize
playground dangers is to got rid of hard nonoushioning
surfaces uider the apparatus on which children play.4
nummary
1.

Only 13 of the 42 larger elementary schools had

lnsuranoe protecting grade school youngsters.

Insurance

was used B different times within the last 3 years by
these schools.
2.

Only 2 schools had any safety provisions on the

playgrounds for landing off of swings, slides, teetertotters, bars, or ladders.
3.

oeven schools had serious aooidents in the

elementary schools during the 1952-53 school year.

4.
.r est Brashear, "but Suppose She Falls",
woman's Home Companion. I ,aroh, 1952), p. 35.
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4.

The main cause of minor injurias was falls.

5.

.Skinned knees, abrasions, akinnad elbows and

bruises ware the most common type of injuries.
6.

fceoent recommendations are in favor of abolish

ing all blaok asphaltic concrete beneath playground
equipment.

Experts suggest using sawdust, shavings or

tanbark for maximum safety.
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CHAPTER VIII

3UMXARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RBCOMMEMDa TIOHS OF THIS STUDY
Generally speakin^ this complete aurvey of eleven
larger North Dakota elementary school systems and partial
survey of seventeen other sohoola ahows that there is a
great variance or needs,

on an overall basis schools are

lacking in adequate elementary physical education.
The following summary gives a brief report on the
status of some of our larger North Dakota elementary
schools:
1.

Out of twenty-five sohoola contacted two-thirds

of the instructors of physical education have b.a. or
B.h. degreea.

beven have master's degrees with five

others working on the master's degree.

The majority of

the master's degreea ware obtained in post World war II
years.
2.

Nine teachers or 36 per cent teaching elementary

physloal education either did not answer or stated they
had neither a major nor minor in physloal education.

A

requirement by teacher training collages of at least one
course in methods and supervision of elementary physloal
education would be of considerable value.
3.

ihe larger North i«kota elementary school systems

have asocial physical eaucatlon and regular class room
teacuers teaching elementary physical eaucatlon.

There
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are 12 man and 2 woman spaolal elementary physical educa
tion teachers In two of the larger , orth Dakota school
systems*

The teaching experience for the 12 men range

from 1 year to 6 years; two thirds have three or less
years of experience.

The women teachers have 11 and 15

years of teaching experience respectively.

The recent

trend is toward getting a man physical education teacher
in the larger elementary school systems.
4.

Only one large school system has a full time

physical education supervisor,

iwelve teaohera stated

getting supervisory assistance on call; only four listed
periodlo vlaits and unexpeoted calls by supervisors.
i>aoh school system should have the best qualified person
serving in a supervisory capacity with some type of oheoKing, assisting and coordinating the elementary physloal
education program of the school ayste; .
5.

bixty-four per cent of tlie physical education

instructors in the larger elementary schools are members
of local, state or national physical education associa
tions.

The material and information obtained by being a

member of a professional organisation of this type is
invaluable, especially on the state and national level,
livery school should at least subscribe for the Journal
of uealth, Physloal
use

dnoatlon and recreation for teaoner
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6.

Jorty *>er cent of the instructors do not parti

cipate to any extent in the activities with the children.
From observations in various elementary schools there is
a feelin0 that instructors can spend a little sore time
in participation, especially in ga^es where aides are
not being favorea and where there is a limited teaching
of skills.
7.

ihe large majority of North hakota elementary

teachers teach all subjects besides health and physical
education.

Only 3 schools or 12 per cent out of the 25

larger elementary schools have a special teacher who
teachers only elementary health and phys.'oal education,
iwenty-two toaohsrs or 8b per cent have all aubjeots or
other subjects besides health and physical education,
dinca many schools have special teachers in art, music
and physical education, the administrator should in all
possible oases make adjustments in the dally teaching
schedule to beat uao the training, ability and teaching
interest of each teacher.
6.

A number of teaohers had no time for any type of

recreational aotlvlty.

Only 8 out of the 25 teaoners

participate in any form of recreation outside of school
routi:e.

If the teacher or administrator shows interest

in some form of recroation in the adult program, both
faculty and local adult group benefit.
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9*

Lass than one-half of the

2b

out yearly, daily or six week programs.

contacted nake
It is Imperative

that each teacher have an outline of some sort.

To have

any sequenae or to reach objectives there must be some
sort of plan or guide to follow,

the laok of supervisors

is perhaps a major reason for this condition.
10.

The .lain activities listed for fall were soccer

and soccer lead-ups, followed by klckball and touch foot
ball; for winter, basketball, rhythms and tumbling and
for spring softball and track, followed by softball leadups and kiottball.

nith reference to approximate per

centage of time for various aotlvitles, the majority of
tne teachers have very little idea of how much time was
spent on the various phases of the program.

It is quite

evident that our elementary physical education programs
are poorly planned and do not have a wide variety of
activities with lead-up games and progression.

The

natural tendency to follow season sports and current
interests are Justifiable, if, the instructor or super
visor uses lead-up games ad aotlvitles that can be played
with a certain degree of skill and satisfaction of ac
complishment.

Improvising equipment and using original

ity in various activities can give stimulus to the program.
11.

Llnce only 6.7 weetcs of elementary physical

education takes place outdoors in the fall and 6.7 weeks

In the spring, progress, facilities, and equipment should
he better adapted to take advantage of the 25.6 weeks
duration of indoor pla>.

however, the program should be

flexible so that it could be adapted for outdoor play on
satisfactory days.
12.

Little or nothin*, is done for the physioally

handicapped in elementary physioal education,

nlnor duties

like helping with supplies, marking areas, keeping score,
officiating and having some modified games would ^lve
much needed satisfaction and training.
13.

Msolpline la a minor problem in elementary

physical education.

Unlimited organized activities with

supervision eliminates the different degrees of playground
chaos wnloh tne administrators and public rightfully frown
upon.
14.

there is a lack of organized noon hour programs.

Youngsters should engage in supervised activities at
various levels and variety of interests indoors and out
doors depending on climatic conditions.
15.

reports indicate that many schools are without

any books or pamphlets on elementary physical education,
this may be a reflection upon uninforDCd administrators
and poorly trained teachers.
16.

£.ight schools or 32 per oent out of the 26 con

tacted did nothin^ in public relations.

All of the larger

schools with special teacners gave some type of elemen
tary physical education demonstration or program often
correlating with the music department.
17.

Sixteen or 64 per cent of the larger elementary

schools have some type of Intramural program for
5 and 6 or 4, 5, and 6.

grades

All of the larger schools should

have a grade Intramural program,

as

more men enter

elementary grade work this phase of the program might
well expand.
18.

Only 2 school systems mentioned grade school

intersoholastic competition,

une involves Intermediate

grades participating in touch football, basketball and
track; the other allows <with parental oonsent) sixth
grade boys to participate with the seventh and eighth
grades in tackle football, basketball, track and soft
ball.

An Intramural program with a variety of activities

would undoubtedly reach many more youngsters and contri
bute more than any type of interacholaetic pro ram.
19.

Out of the 36 schools visited, 8 rated good in

design and construction of playgrounds, 18 rated fair
and the remaining 10 rated poor.

This may have some

significance in view of the large post war building
programs,

Physical education instructors and administra

tors should be cognisant of the facts pertaining to
additions or improvements of the physical plant.

i.hey

should see that certain standard's are met with reference
to size, surface, appearance, fencing, multiple use areas,
and convenience and safety factors on the elementary
school playgrounds.
20.

Playground facilities and equipment on the

thirty-six playgrounds visited showed no schools with
superior ratings, one school with a aood rating, eleven
sonools with fair ratings and twenty-four schools with
^oor ratings.

One of the hotter equipped playgrounds

adds some new piece of equipment each year.
21.

The 36 playgrounde were rated fair in programs

and leadership.
22.

*\ith more consolidation of schools the elemen

tary school youngsters will benefit by having better
facilities, equipment, supplies and leadership.
23.

d ost

and backboards.

schools had one or two basketball baskets
The baskets are set at the official

10 foot height, rnakin^ it difficult for the average grade
school youngster to shoot baskets.

A

height of about

ei^ht feet would probably be more practical for elementary
grade use.
24.

Thirty-three schools had so:aa type of gymnasium,

ftine schools were without a gymnasium for the grades.
The size of the gymnasiums varied from 30 by 40 feet to
40 by B4 feet.

Two of the schools reported having low
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ceilings making It difficult for playing basketball.
Sixteen feet is the recommended minimum ceiling height
for elementary school gymnasiums.
25.

Supplies and equipment are not adequate in. the

North Dakota elementary schools,

only three of the forty-

two contacted had all the equipment they needed.
26.

Eight sohool systems consisting of 33 elementary

schools or 73.6 per cent have junior size footballs and
basketballs,

nine schools or 21.4 per cent do not have

Junior size basketballs or footballs.

Junior size equip

ment should be used in the elementary grades as most
youngsters have not developed sufficiently to handle the
regulation equipment.
27.

Only six of the 42 schools had Improvised

equipment or apparatus for elementary physical education
use.

Chinning bars, jumping standards, table tennis

tables and box hookey were mentioned.

Uhere equipment

and facilities are lacking the following can be impro
vised at a minimum of expense:

bean bags, twirl ball,

chinning bar, outdoor horizontal pipes, vaulting box,
balanoe beam, target toss and aerial hoop.
2c.

Thirteen of the 42 larger elementary schools

claimed to have insurance protection.

The Insurance was

used 6 tit.es within the last 3 years by these schools.
Every school should carry this protection and every

•
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administrator and physical education instructor anould
be acquainted with it.

any instructors did not know

if their school carried any type of insurance*

rhe horth

Dakota state high school league has a policy which gives
very adequate protection at a minimum rate.
29.

There were seven serious playground accidents

in the larger elementary schools during the 1962-63 sohool
year.

The main cause of serious accidents was falling

off of apparatus.

The main cause of minor injuries was

also falls.
30.

Only 2 schools made any safety provisions on

the playgrounds for landing off of swings, slides, teeter
totters, bars, or ladders,

hvery sohool should have sand

or sawdust under the apparatus on which children play.
This oomplete survey of eleven sohool systems in
horth Dakota and partial survey of seventeen other schools
shows that in spite of the considerable need in elementary
physical education the trend is favorable,

•‘•eaohers are

getting more and better training, resulting in better
programs and methods.
The teachers and tne public are becoming increasingly
aware that adequate facilities, supplies and equipment
are necessary to conduct well rounded programs.
In conclusion if only one idea or suggestion may be
found that will prove beneficial to someone, the time
spent on this work will be felt justifiable.
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APPENDIX A
Letter of Transmittal
616 - 15th Sfc. U.
^oorhead, Minnesota

Dear Superintendent, .rincisal, iallow Teacher:
In an attempt to evaluate the elesientary school
physical education programs, facilities, equipment and
supervision, I aa submitting the enclosed questionnaire
to most North Dakota elementary schools.
This information will be used to set forth recommend
ations for a better grade physical education program;
parts erf which It is hoped could be readily adopted by
many of our schools.
It is my belief that through constructive criticisms
and the sharing of ideas we can improve this phase of
our eaucatlon.
All the information submitted will be held In
strict confidence and no names will be associated with
remarks or any summary of results whloh I might make.
Your cooperation
point of view will be
right away, won't you
send you a summary of

in this survey from the teacher
greatly appreciated; so do it
please? I will be most happy to
the findings, if you desire them.

Thank you.
dinoerely yours,
Joe

i olba

(signed)
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APPEBDIX B
^UESTZOlOUZftE

I. ADMiNlaXRAT OH
1.

Hama of school____________Number of pupils in 0rades
1 through 6___________

2.

Do you have a special P.

3.

Do you have a grade P. E. Supervisor?
do you get his assistance? On oall
visit______ Jnexpected calls_________

4.

Do you have playground supervision before school?
______ Noon hour
After school______ Saturdays
______By whom suparvised_______ _________•

5.

Average size of P. K. classes ___ ; number of classes
in each ;jrade 1
2
~3
4
5
6

6.

What grades participata in elementary P. S*t______
Length of period? _____ Humber of times eaoh Week'?
________where is It taught?___________ ______

7.

l>o grades combine for elementary P. u.?______ If so,
what grades_______
nre students required to wear other than street
clothes?______ ahat type___ ___ ____In what grades?

8.

Do you have a
equipment and
Approximately
year?
equipment and

9.

who determines what shall be purchased: bupt.
Principal______ P. L. birector
Coach
Other________________

10.
11.

teacnsr for each school/
ow
I'erTodlc

definite budget for elementary P. E.
supplies /
amount________.
how much is spent for ^rade £. . each
If not on a budget, do you get adequate
supplies?________________

hre awards given in elementary P. £•?
kind?________ What activities?_______'

What
'

Length of grade noon hour______ Do you have a definite
planned noon hour program?______ How does it function?
_____________ what uotivities'?"
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12.

Approximately how many grade pupils bring lunch*
Bat school lunoh__________
.

13.

Do you separate boys and 0lrls for P. ... classes?
______ what grades______ nhat activities______

14.

Is your school on the platoon system?______ Class
r e s i n with one teacher all day?_________________
Other

15.

Policy toward excuses fro.:, elementary P. L. .nocept
Doctor’s excuse______Parents’ exc.se_______ curse's
excuse______ Otner_________________

16.

Co;in u n i t y u se o f the gymnasium. Yea______ No_______
haturdaya______Sundays_______ dpeolal days______ _ ~
hvenings______
A p p r o x im a te ly how o f t e n ________For what a c t i v i t i e s
Common ta:
II.

Fa c i l i t i e s (Grades 1 through 6)

IhDQOh
No.

______Gym; approximate size In feet
_____
______..arming house; use part of sohool
_____ Lookers for boys___________type
______Lockers for girls
______ type
'' ' Tnower faolllties'for grades_____ How often are
they used '(_______________
commentst
OUTDOOR

_______ _Pencea Playground; approximate size in feet?
Open Playground; approximate size in feet._‘
__________ Amount hard surfaced
amount turf.
__________ Amount s o l i
mo re than k a r e a harct s u r
faced.
less than
______none.
Facilities for rainy days___
^,ym
auditorium
Home room
Others.
ow do you manage during the spring thaws?
Recommendations_________ _________________
_______Jumping pits
_______Horseshoe areas
_______Coasting slide
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________ I c e s k a t i n g r i n * s
.ce hookey r i n k s
......V o l l e y b a l l f a c i l i t i e s ________Permanent p o l e s
I m p ro v ise d
_______ basketball baskets

(outdoor)

________ .3o l ' t b a l l diam onds
________ - a s e b a l l diamonds
________a a k s t o p a
Sha r e o u td o o r a r e a w ith t i .u . _________ amount a l l o t e d
to g r a a e s .
________ ,>ise o f a r e a f o r h a n d i c r a f t and q u i e t a c t i v i t i e s .
________ Cixe o f f r e e p l a y a r e a
t f i l l you r f a c i l i t i e s f o r g r a d e u se be im proved f o r the
coming y e a r : _________ New b u i l d i n g _________ t o r e p la y g ro u n d
a p a c e ________ 'Others 7 ________________ _______
bhat f a c i l i t i e s do you need most to Improve your g r a d e
p h y sic a l e d u catio n ?
.
Cota l e n ts :
Playground:
Convenience of people using area_______ toilet facilities
________ Hater fountains______ ____ seating__________
otaers ~.......... ..
Are there lights for evening use of playground?

III.

E'*JIP.<:EIT AND AP^AHATJS (Grades 1 - 6 )

j.n the space provided indicate the number of each in your
BChool.
^basketball, regulation
__asketball, Jr. else
Footballs, regulation
footballs, Jr. size
_;iooti«y layer htloks
__?uoka
_J>iscus

bhot Put
Jumping btandards
Jumping Pits
measuring Tape
ooftballa
oftball bats
‘baseball bats

Jtether balls
"Chinning bars
^Clicibin^ poles
"Climbing ropes
"Jumping ropes
"naan bags
"jyta riata
"Indian olubs
^oale

’Lee eras
Hecord player
[stop uatoh
Vaulting box
Medicine ball

^Motion Picture
”~iro Jectors
__glide & Ltrip
Film Projector
__Jangle Gym
_Outdoor uiasKetbell backstops
__ erry-go-round
__glides
__.ee-saws
uwings

^j3oal Hi
__^huffleboard
set
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baseballs

[Fielder Ulovaa
[bases
[..ocoerballs, (Large)
[bportballs (Large)
hportballs (Small)
Aerial dart birds
Aerial dart paddlea
[badminton blras
'badminton rackets
jack Iannis Kln^s
[fable Tennis oets
lorse dhooes (sets)

__First Aid supplies _Horizontal
boxing Gloves
Ladder
_jiox hockey
__Giant stride
__vaulting poles __balance earn
__hings
__..tationary travel
__horses
__band box
__Bueka
__Jumping standard
__farallel n«ra
__Croquet sets
__horizontal ^ars __Checkers
__^pring boards
__i ominoes, oarmon
btall bars
'__Jaekstonea
__.trampolines
Others
Target darts

Do you have any home made or Improved equipment or appara
tus?
what?
List your most needed equipment?__________________
Po you make use of cast off high school equipment?
ifihat equipment?___________________________
H

o

w

?

____________________
IV .

1.

PROGRAM AKD METHOD

Do you have a grade intramural program?________

Grades.lime of bay...hat Days.uho Supervises.what activities
------ 1----------- .------.’ "
.'’
I'ackle n“'
“obtball_
•
•
•
.Touch Football__

•
.
•
•
.
.

•

•

•

. 6 Man F o o t b a l l __

•
•
•
.
.

.
•
•
.
•

.Basketball_______
. h o o k e y _______
.hoftbalT
.baseball
.Track____________

.
.
•
.O t h e r s
_______ _______________________ ._________________ ._______ rtith xHom
i n t e r s c h b l a s t i d program

Comments
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Do you ua0 calisthenics In the grades?____ iUOh
little____Hone____ now do you provide Tor slightly
handicapped?
what are you do!n& In public relations in selling
your programs £*• > »«i»i>natration_____ F«f«A*
Demonstration ______ Others, list acFTvities_______
approximately how many weeks do you hold your grade
physical education classes outdoors in the fall___
winter_____ a^xln,^
a In a ot lv itl e a s
F a l l _____ Winter______opring
Indoor
Outdoor
io you make an outline of a yearly program? ______
6 week program_______ daily program
Io you
use a local dally syllabus?
dtate course of
study?__________If other, what klnVE?
which of the foil wing groups do you find most diffi
oult to disciplines Grades 1 and 2
3 and 4____
6 and 6
At what time of the day
___________
What days ot the week?________________
when do you feel most outdoor disciplinary cases
arise? before sohool o^ens_______ Soon hour________
after sohool_________
ain reasons for discipline problems:_______________
what units do you feel the youngsters
Enjoy most____________________ Why______________ __
Enjoy leat»fc *'
~_________ Why _____'
' _
are easiest*to leach'
- ^
^_________
what units do you enjoy teaohing the most___________
nhy.____________________________
'oes your sohool have any boo«.s or magazines on
elementary physical education____ _____________ How
many?____________ Ghat are some of* your best ~sources
of elementary
material? ______________________
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13. approximate ft of time for various aotlvltles
2
3
4
5
Grade
1

S7L70.
i.L.0.
Lead up Games
Rhythmical
aotlvltles
Stunts and
Hat •vorlc
relays

Testing
Others
14.

Po you have a planned P* h. program for kindergarten
through grade 6?

15.

Oo you agree there is a need for such a planned pro
gram for proper sequence of teaching fundamental
skills and avoiding repetition* _______________________
Comment s :

V.

PERSONAL

1.

Do you take part in any of the grade f. -. aotlvltles
with children*
much___ little
none

2.

are you a member of any physical education organisa
tion
Local
atate
Rational
Others

3.

If you are a special P. K* teacher, what other subjects
do you teaoh besides elementary P. L. ? _______________

4.

If you are a regular home room teacher, do you handle
all subjects in your grade including P. L.?__________

rwgree held: __ __________
ajors
Minors
"Yrs.of Teh.Kxp.
Hrs.of other
subjects per week

Mrs.of lem.
P. ,. per w k .

Ill

6.

i o a s yo u r s c h o o l recorrmend o r man© p e r i o d i c r e f r e s h e r
c o u r s e s c o m p u ls o r y ( ___ Type ______________ Have you tak en
any i n a e r v i o e t r a i n i n g V
fih en '
‘ ___________________

SAFETY

1.

hoes your school carry any insurance covering urade
youngsters?________ Have you made use of it during
the past 3 years 'i______Number of cases?__________ _

2.

have you any safety provision for landin^ off swings?
______slides_______ see-saws______others_______

3.

Have you had any serious accidents in elementary Jr. E.
or on the playground this ^resent school year; _____
indoors________outdoors_________ In what activity
______
Cause_________ ________ Main cause of
ainor injuriea__________________
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APPENDIX C
PL&Y3R0UND RATING SCALE
1.

Name of the school

2.

iat e______________ "

5.
4.

hr inci'pal '
'
Number of students
hating -cale uuamary

1.
II.
III.

possible ocore
24
Design and Construction
24
raallitles and Equipment
6
Leadership nuallfioatluns

Actual score

Total Possible score
Total notual -core
1.

Design and Construction
A. -ise —
Iniaium of two aCi'68
1.
2.
3.

b.

Two acres to threeacres
1 point
Three aoz'es to four acres
2 points
i our acres or more
3 points
•
-oore
surfaoe — Court areas are surfaoed with .material
that are nonabrasive, non-alippery, firm, and as
nearly dustless as possible, and have suitable
slope for oralnage in rainy weather.
1. Pair surface
1 point
2. Good surfaoe
2 points
3. excellent surface
3 points

Score
C.

D.

E.

Maintainoroe — area Is kept clean and well
marked, and is without hazardous oostruetIons.
1. Fair surfaoe
1 point
2. Good surfaoe
2 points
3. Excellent surfaoe
3 joints
ho ore
Appearance — all areas are made attractive by
vine, tree or shrubbery borders.
1. Fair appearanoe
1 point
2. Good appearanoe
2 points
3. Excellent appearance
3 points
score
Fencing — the aree is fenced off from the street
with subdivisions fenced where neoessery.
1.
eets condition partially
1 point
2.
eeta condition approximately
2 points
3. Meets condition wholly
3 points
score
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F.

0*

H.

Multiple Jse — features are designed to provide
varied forma of recreation at different hours or
seasons*
1.
standards met in part
1 point
2.
standards approximately met
2 points
3.
standards fully met
5 joints
So ore
safety — game courts, apparatus, and paths are
carefully arranged so as to provide maximum
safety.
1. Meets standards in part
1 point
2. standards approximately met
2 points
3.
Standards fully met
3 points
Sco re
Convenience of people usin^, area — toilet faci
lities, drin«cin0 fountains, and seating arrengauienta are essential features.
1 point
1. Standards met in ^art
2 points
2. standards approximately met
3 points
3. Standards fully met
Seore
Distance of playground from aohool
1 point
1. 1 or more blooka away
2 points
2. Across street
3 joints
3. dome block
oore

Facilities and Equipment
a

.

B«

C.

Playground apparatus — the minimum standards
for children of elementary school age as follows:
(1) cwings — set of six; (2) Slide; (3) Hori
zontal ladder; ^4) Jungle gym; i,5) : alunce beam;
(6) horizontal bar; (7) Eandbox; ^8) two see-saws
1.
sets minimum standards approximately
1 point
2. Meets minimum standards fully
2 points
3. surpasses minimum standards
3 points
Score
Jumping standards and pita — school enrollment
100 to 200 requires 1 unit; enrollment 200 to
400 requires 2 units.
1. Meets standards approximately
1 £.oint
2. »..eets minimum requirements
2 points
3. Surpasses minimum requirements
3 ^olnta
eg ore
~
,
basketball oourt — minimum requirement: 50 to
100 enrollment, one unit; 100 to 300 enrollment,
two courts; and 300 to 400 enrollment, three
courts.
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1*

D.

L.

F.

0.

Approximately -.seta minimum requirement
1 point
2. Meets minimum requirement
2 points
3.
jurpaaaea minimum requirement
3 points
•core
Combination touoh football, soccer, and softball
fields — minimum requirements: 50 to 200 enroll
ment, one field; 200 to 400 enrollment, two
fields; 400 to 600 enrollment, three fields*
1. Meets minimum requirements approximately
1 point
2.
sets minimum requirements fully
2 points
3. surpasses minimum require tents
3 ^ pints
Score
Volleyball courts — minimum requirements: 50
to 200 enrollment, one court; 200 to 300 enroll
ment, two courts; end 300 to 400 enrollment,
three courts.
1.
sets requirement a approximately
1 point
2. Fully meets minimum requirements
2 points
3. ourpasses minimum requirements
3 ^olnta
do ore
Multiple use paved area — a rectangular paved
area to be used for court ^amea, roller seating,
danoing, and general play*
1.
Fair facilities
1 point
2*
Good facilities
2 points
3.
excellent facilities
3 points
woora
..inter a ort facilities — suoh facilities as a
skating rink, hookey rink, and toboggan allae
are feasible.
1. Fair facilities
*
1 point
2
Good faoilities
2 points
iJtcellent faoilities
3 points
3.
Score
Area for free play and low organised games —
this space should be approximately 100 feet square
and loo&ted from the highly organised games.
1 point
1. Fair facilities
2
Oood faoilities
2 points
3. excellent faoilities
3 points
Score
Area for handicraft and quiet activities, This
area should be shaded and provide benches and
tables for quiet games and crafts.
1. Fair faoilities
1 point
2. Good faoilities
2 points
3. Excellent facilities
3 points
.core

.

H.

.

I.
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III.

.Program and Leadership
A.

b.

activities outside regular school hours.
Ihe
playground should be kept open after sohool
hours, at noon, and on Saturdays for general
play of sohool ohildren, under supervision of
trained teaoher of play director.
1 point
1. Moon program
2 points
2.
boon and after sohool program
3. Moon, after sohool, and Saturday
program
3 points
ooore
Leadership qualifications — the playground
supervisor or physloal education teacher should
have colle0e training on physical education or
recreation activities.
1. heels minimum requirements required
by lav
1 point
2. Minor in physloal education or recreation
2 points
3. iajor in physical education or reoreation
3 joints
~oore

I

APPEHDIX D
LIST OP SCHOOL SYSTE8S VISITED

Bismarck
lovlls Lake
largo
Graf ton
Grand Forks
Jamestown
Mandan
Park hiver
Valley City
ttahpeton

